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Experience the power of extraordinary.
The new Continental GT.

From the first 1919 prototype to the new Continental GT – Bentley has been perfecting performance to deliver the ultimate grand
touring experience. To experience it for yourself on a test drive call 0845 689 1624 or visit BentleyMotors.com/Continental
The name ‘Bentley’ and the ‘B’ in wings device are registered trademarks. © 2018 Bentley Motors Limited.

The new Continental GT fuel consumption – EU Drive Cycle in mpg (l/100 km): Urban 16.0 (17.7);
Extra Urban 31.7 (8.9); Combined 23.2 (12.2). CO2 Emissions 278 g/km.
Model shown: Continental GT.

The exceptional Whitley Neill Original Handcrafted Dry
Gin was created by Johnny Neill, a direct descendant of a
long line of distillers.
Inspired by his family’s sense of adventure, Johnny strove to create his own
signature blend of gin: a tribute to his English distilling heritage, and an homage
to the enigmatic beauty of his wife’s South African homeland. The result is Whitley
Neill Original Handcrafted Dry Gin; a balanced, distinctive gin that blends classic
gin botanicals with cape gooseberry and baobab, inspired by South Africa to
create a liquid with a flavour as unique as its heritage.
The flavour profile has rich notes of juniper and citrus, pot pourri and exotic spices.

25ML WHITLEY NEILL ORIGINAL GIN
25ML CAMPARI
25ML SWEET VERMOUTH
Add all ingredients to a rocks glass, along
with cubed ice, and stir well. Garnish with
a twist of orange zest.

T HE M AGA ZINE OF B OISDA L E R E STAUR A N T S

Editor’s letter
This summer issue of Boisdale Life is
bursting with juicy, thought-provoking
writing, including a rare and inspirational
must-read interview with Chris Blackwell,
the founder of Island Records and one of
the most influential individuals in
popular music of his generation. For
spice and speculation, we also discover
Sir Ian Botham’s latest and rather counterintuitive love affair; set sail with the
reborn British boatmaking industry; and
imagine an Artificial Intelligencedominated world with eminent economist
Roger Bootle. Rachel Cunliffe gives careful
consideration to intergenerational
inequality while Ben Oliver opines that
cyclists are not the enemy!
However you look at it, these are
challenging and extraordinary times, as
Brexit and boxsets continue to dominate
our lives. Indeed, it has been a turbulent
three years and this current game of
thrones looks set to end – at time of
writing, anyway – with King Boris taking
the long-coveted Iron Lady’s Throne.
There may yet be many twists to come as
the plot unfolds. But it will be nothing in
comparison to the machinations over the
English crown in the 17th and 18th
centuries. The 17th century’s tumultuous
highlights alone included civil war,
regicide, puritan dictatorship, plague,
restoration, the Great Fire of London, and
the Glorious Revolution.
In 1711 George of Hanover became
George I of Great Britain. He could not
speak English and was actually only 54th
in line to the throne. Within 34 years there
were three challenges to the Hanoverian
succession supported by the ancient
Chief-led clans of the Highlands and

Islands of Scotland who had remained
loyal to the Stuart dynasty. Each of the
attempts were ineffectually backed by
various European Catholic powers. In this
issue, Bruce Anderson recalls the Jacobite
Rebellions of 1715, 1745, and in particular
the lesser-known 1719, providing us with
fascinating insight into the European stage
set, and the players, in this game of
thrones and broken promises.
The mid-18th century also saw
a fanatical craze for gin, which created
social problems on a scale far in excess
of the drug issues of today. The average
Londoner drank 14 gallons of gin a year!
Bishop Thomas Wilson in 1736
complained that gin produced a “drunken
ungovernable set of people”. Despite
government restrictions and punitive
taxes, ‘bootleggers’ sold gin under such
fanciful names as Cuckold’s Comfort,
Ladies Delight and Knock Me Down. The
thirst for gin was insatiable and despite
attempts to curb its consumption, by 1750
some 45 million litres of gin were being
distilled in London every year, driving
Henry Fielding to deliver a pamphlet to
the government stating his protest against
“Londoners’ perpetual drunkenness”.
The good news is that Mother’s Ruin
is back with a vengeance and gin has
never been more in. Although the UK’s
gin production of 2018, at 41.25 million
litres, still has a way to go to beat London
in 1750, the quality and provenance have
completely changed. Among today’s gins
we now find some of the finest spirits in
the world as well as outstanding examples
of innovation in production methods and
flavour infusion. That’s why this summer
at all Boisdale Restaurants and Bars we

will be hosting free Gin Masterclasses
every evening at 6pm. These will consist
of a tutored tasting of eight expressions of
three superlative gin producers, namely
the City of London Distillery, Whitley
Neill, and Marylebone, and the
opportunity to then select your favourite
gin for a definitive G&T. There is a catch
though: You will need to sign up to our
free guest list on Boisdale.co.uk to ensure
you get a place. For those who are still in
the 18th century and have not got a clue
about what I am talking about – which
I admit until recently included me – find
a member of the younger generation to
help you or simply telephone your
favourite branch of Boisdale.

RANALD MACDONALD
Editor & Chief and founder of Boisdale
Restaurants and Bars

WELCOME TO BOISDALE
LONDON’S ORIGINAL RE STAUR ANT S & BARS

BOISDALE OF BELGRAVIA

BOISDALE OF BISHOPSGATE

BOISDALE OF MAYFAIR
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BOISDALE OF CANARY WHARF

A L L T H E YAC H T YO U WA N T.
A L L T H E T I M E YO U N E E D.

Welcome to the easiest way to own a yacht. At a fraction of the cost. A brand new, fully crewed, luxury
Princess Y75 Motor Yacht, with every aspect of its management taken care of. YachtQuarters fractional
ownership delivers all the joy of ownership with a surprisingly low initial outlay.
We currently have an opportunity berthed in Port Adriano, Mallorca. To find out more please
visit yachtquarters.com or contact us on +34 971 676 439.

Shared ownership
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RACHEL CUNLIFFE

SIMON DE
BURTON

Rachel is comment and
features editor at the
business newspaper City AM,
and a regular guest on the
BBC and Sky News. On
page 24, she argues that
intergenerational inequality
is a problem being far too
easily ignored.

A regular contributor to the
likes of the Financial Times’
How to Spend It magazine,
the Daily Telegraph and Boat
International, Simon charts a
course around the country’s
finest boatmakers for our
cover story, on page 46.

PEN HADOW

One of the UK’s most renowned explorers, in
2003 Pen Hadow became the first person to
trek solo and without resupply from Canada
to the North Pole. He leads 90ºNorth
Unit, an organisation advocating via the
United Nations the conservation of Arctic
ecosystems. He makes the case for this
objective on page 25.

MICHAEL KARAM

Boisdale Life contributing
editor Michael Karam is an
author, journalist and wine
writer, and editor of the
book Tears of Bacchus: A
History of Wine in the Arab
World. On page 30, Michael
tells the story of how, amid
the change and turmoil of the
20th Century, winemaking
blossomed in Lebanon with a
little help from the French.

boisdale
Twitter @boisdalelife
Instagram @boisdalelife
Web boisdalelife.com

ROSE PRINCE

Rose Prince is an award-winning food writer
and cook. The author of several books,
her writing appears regularly in the Daily
Telegraph, Daily Mail, the Times and the
Spectator. On page 54, she rails against chefs
obsessed with creating novelty dishes that
look good on Instagram, and urges a return to
the basics of good cookery.

Editor & Chief Ranald Macdonald

Cover Rui Ricardo - FolioArt

Publishing director Andrew Davies

Editor-at-large Paddy Renouf

Managing editor Timothy Barber

Contributing editors William

Creative director Scott Bentley

Sitwell (Food & Drink), Ben Oliver

Sub editor Katia Hadidian

(Cars), Tim Barber (Pursuits), Bruce

Picture editor Leanne Bracey

Anderson, Bill Knott, Jonathan

Marketing director Barbara Widera

Wingate, Michael Karam
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WHAT SPRING 2019 LOOKED LIKE AT BOISDALE

DINNER WITH
CHARLIE SHEEN
At the Vina Carmen Gala Dinner on 10 April, Boisdale of
Canary Wharf welcomed Hollywood icon Charlie Sheen
to accept the Lifetime Achievement Award from the
Irish Post before enjoying a Q&A with LBC’s brilliant
Nick Ferrari. The dinner was supported by Vina Carmen
Wines, The Irish Post, Davidoff Cigars, and Silkie Irish
Whiskey and produced by Rocco Buonvino.

Nick Ferrari and Charlie Sheen, who is now
famously clean, said that this will definitely be the
first time he will remember being at Boisdale

LIVE AT CANARY WHARF: FLEUR EAST

J E RE MY GO D LO N TO N

On 25 April Fleur returned to the Boisdale stage for a sold-out exclusive show before embarking on her trailblazing
UK tour. Boisdale Life extends warm congratulations to Fleur, who has just got married!
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Dominic Midgley and Boisdale Life
Editor-at-Large, Paddy Renouf

The Irish Post’s Lifetime Achievement Award-winner, Charlie Sheen

Vina Carmen Export Director Terry Pennington (centre); Queen of Boisdale of
Bishopsgate, HRH Ines Jankowska; The Irish Post MD, Elgin Loane, and friends

Jeremy Snodgrass enjoys a Davidoff
Escurio Robusto cigar

NICOLA ROBERTS

Sophie Cockerham of The Mail on
Sunday, and award-winning writer
Julie Ann Trainor

Ranald Macdonald and the amazing
Rocco Buonvino

The Girls Aloud star wowed the crowd with her Top 10 hits, classic covers and songs from her acclaimed solo album
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THE BELGRAVIA FLOWER SHOW

On 20 May at Boisdale of Belgravia, The Botanist Garden created by Lucy Vail Floristry was the winning exhibition
garden and was officially opened by the beautiful and charismatic Georgia Toffolo

Marie Weiss and Hannah Fagan of Orin Swift, the cult
California wine producer

Broadcaster and TV personality Georgia Toffolo opens The Botanist Garden without a hitch

Special thanks to Antoine Teillard and Lizzie Lerwill of The Botanist Islay Gin

Boisdale of Belgravia’s own Stephen Busby and Glen King

David Soul of Starsky and Hutch
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Stanley Johnson and wife Jennifer Kidd

LIFE & TIMES

THE CANARY
WHARF
FLOWER SHOW
On 21 May, the Jamaica One Love
Garden – created by Plant Plan and
supported by Visit Jamaica and
Blackwell Rum – was officially opened
by the sensational multi-platinum
recording artist, the beautiful
Miss Rebecca Ferguson and His
Excellency the Jamaican High
Commissioner, Seth George Ramocan
Jools Holland takes to the Yamaha stage

JOOLS HOLLAND BOOGIES

On 7 May, Jools Holland and Parmigiani Fleurier hosted a musical
extravaganza featuring two Yamaha grand pianos and some of the
world’s greatest Boogie Woogie pianists: Axel Zwingenberger, Neville
Dickie, TJ Johnson and the Rolling Stones’ favourite, Ben Waters

The Jamaican High Commissioner,
Seth George Ramocan, and Rebecca Ferguson

The phenomenal dinner served at the sold-out show

The amazing TJ Johnson

Donovan Donaldson of Visit Jamaica; Dr Lola Ramocan;
His Excellency the Jamaican High Commissioner Seth
George Ramocan; and Rebecca Ferguson

Jools performs with Vimala Rowe, who sang a brilliant
version of Billy Holliday’s ‘Fine and Mellow’

Teutonic Titan of Boogie Woogie, the
incomparable Axel Zwingenberger
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The One Love Jamaica Garden in full swing

LIFE & TIMES

BRITISH BOBSLEIGH AND SKELETON GALA

On 24 April, HRH The Countess of Wessex and Rory Bremner were guests of honour at a gala dinner to raise funds
for training British Bobsleigh and Skeleton Olympic teams. That night, Team GB’s four-man bobsleigh team were
officially announced as the winners of the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympics bronze medals. Sadly the medals are still
in Siberia with the disqualified Russian team, so bottles of Boisdale Premier Cru Champagne were given instead

Olympians! Nick Gleeson, Bradley Hall and Joel Fearon

Her Royal Highness The Countess of Wessex

Rory Bremner brought the house
down with his impersonation of
Donald Trump.

Ivo Ferriani, Sean Olsson,The Countess of Wessex and Dean Ward

Sochi Olympic medallists John Jackson, Stuart Benson, Bruce Tasker
and Joel Fearon with HRH The Countess of Wessex

Ashley Pittaway, HRH The Countess of Wessex and
Pyeongchang Olympic medallist Laura Dees
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With thanks to Nicholas Bonham,
who brilliantly conducted the
charity auction

ALTERNATIVES

MULTI-ASSET

QUANTITATIVE

ACTIVE EQUITIES

FIXED INCOME

REAL ESTATE

PRIVATE MARKETS

More investment solutions.
One focus. You.
Discover extraordinary investment connections at
aberdeenstandard.co.uk/connections
Capital at risk

Aberdeen Standard Investments is a brand of the investment businesses of Aberdeen Asset Management and Standard Life Investments. Aberdeen Asset Managers
Limited is registered in Scotland (SC108419) at 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen, Scotland, AB10 1XL, Standard Life Investments Limited is registered in Scotland (SC123321) at
1 George Street, Edinburgh EH2 2LL, and both companies are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.
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THAT MELTING
FEELING

Architec ture

B UI L D IT, AND
T H E Y SHALL C O ME
Following the outpouring of grief over
the Notre-Dame fire, our correspondent
wonders why some buildings become
part of the emotional fabric of our lives
H A R RY M OU N T
A u t h o r, j o u r n a l i s t a n d e d i t o r
of The Oldie magazine

THE GIVER
OF GIFTS

C

STE E L FR AM ES ,
H OT RU B B E R

ertain buildings really
tug at the heartstrings.
And Notre-Dame is one
of them.
I first heard the news of the fire
on a self-indulgent press trip in
Jamaica, and all four hardened
hacks on the jolly were stunned
into silence for an hour.
It was a feeling shared by the
world, and by those French
billionaires, castigated – wrongly
– by the gilets jaunes for instantly
pledging hundreds of millions of
euros to restore the cathedral.
Why do some buildings tear
our emotions apart when they are
damaged or destroyed? The deep
tragedy of September 11 was the
thousands of innocents killed;
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DON’T FEAR
T H E RO B OT

the minimalist Twin Towers
themselves stirred few emotions,
except for those who visited the
World Trade Center and had a
nice time there – or for those New
Yorkers who had the towers as the
backdrop to their lives.
At Notre-Dame – even though,
thank heavens, no one died – the
feeling of bereavement was for a
building that combined religion,
beauty and history in
overwhelming measure.
There are only a handful of
buildings in the world that can
evoke that feeling – and summon
it internationally.
St Paul’s Cathedral and its
miraculous survival during the
Second World War were crucial
to the nation’s morale. The
destruction of St Paul’s then –
or now – would deliver the same
hammer blow to the pit of the
stomach as the Notre-Dame fire.
But would a St Paul’s disaster
have that stomach-churning effect
beyond British shores in the way
that Notre-Dame tolled a
mourning bell across the world?
I’m not so sure.
The fire at Windsor Castle had
that international effect in 1992 –
the Queen’s “annus horribilis”.
(And there’s a cheering note for
Notre-Dame – Windsor Castle has
been rebuilt as good as new.)
For a building’s loss to have
such a stirring effect on the mind,
its importance must be repeatedly
emphasised while it is standing
– ideally in your childhood and
youth. Images of Windsor Castle,
and royal palaces generally, are
constantly presented to us when
we’re young; and their shadow
stays in our minds for ever. The

T IM EWAT C H IMAG ES / A L A M Y

VO O D O O
CHILD

TABLE TALK

same is true of Notre-Dame. Victor
Hugo’s novel of 1831, The
Hunchback of Notre-Dame,
lodged the cathedral in French
hearts from that moment onwards.
The 1939 film version with
Charles Laughton has locked it in
hearts across the world ever since.
But, as people said at the time
of the fire, Notre-Dame was also
where you went when you were
young – with your parents or your
first girlfriend.
I did both: Once as a shy
15-year-old with my parents;
again as a hungover, exhausted
43-year-old with a girlfriend. In
neither case was I in particularly
receptive mode. But both visits
are forged on my mind for ever
because I’ve seen Notre-Dame
“in the flesh”. Even if I didn’t
realise it at the time, those two
visits stamped themselves
somewhere deep in my heart.
Buildings, once lost, can’t have
the same effect on those born after
their destruction. Few people
under 60 mourn the great tragedy
of the dozens of Christopher Wren
churches in the City of London
destroyed by the Blitz and the
1960s planning thugs.
The 1961 demolition of Euston
Arch – the splendid Doric entry to
Euston Station – was the last great
loss of a crucial national building.
There’s a suggestion it might be
rebuilt alongside the new HS2
station at Euston.
That would be a good thing,
but it will never be the same as
retaining the original. Buildings
do have a soul; once demolished,
they can never recapture it fully,
however well they are rebuilt.
Some come close, though, as long
as enough of the original stones
survive – like the great 18thcentury church in Dresden, the
Frauenkirche, destroyed by Allied
bombing in 1945. Today, it looks
immaculate, its power increased
by the blackened original stones,
studded, as dark reminders of the
bombing, among the creamy,
golden, new stones.
Notre-Dame lingers in the mind
and the soul, not just because so
many of us have been there, but

because there is some indefinable
immanence to the building.
Perhaps what you might call a
religious feeling. I’m an agnostic
Anglican, but, still, I felt
something stir deeply within me
at the torching of an ancient
Catholic cathedral. One can feel
religious without being religious,
as I was once persuaded by a
trainee monk.
“Do you feel different in
religious buildings than secular
buildings?” he asked me.
“Yes,” I said, “I adore great
country houses but I feel different
inside a church.”
“Then you’re religious.”
“No. I’m an agnostic.”
“How would you describe that
feeling you feel inside a church?”
“Sombre. Quiet. Respectful.
Reverent.”
“Religious, then,” he said.
It was a “Gotcha!” moment. He
was right. And when that peculiar
religious feeling for a building
is attacked by its destruction, one
experiences a terrible heartbreak
at the sacrilege.
Philip Larkin, an atheist, best
captured the essence of church
in his sublime poem from 1955,
“Church Going”:
A serious house on serious
earth it is
In whose blent air all our
compulsions meet
Are recognised and robed
as destinies
And that much never can
be obsolete
Since someone will forever
be surprising
A hunger in himself to be
more serious.
In our increasingly frivolous,
atheist, world, Notre-Dame was
a symbol of the serious religion
that dominated our ancestors’
lives. Some distant, muffled bell
echoes within us, chiming faintly,
whispering that our ancestors’
faith might not have been entirely
misguided, not least when they
channelled it into one of the most
sublime buildings on the planet.
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Dining

TABLE FOR ONE
Enjoy making a meal of it by
indulging your palate and peace of
mind with a delightful solo meal,
says Karen Krizanovich

D

ining alone can seem wrong. Unless you
have a lot on your mind, as a species
we’re supposed to eat together. It is
where we find love, family, society,
seduction, business deals and a larger selection of
food. Dining alone can bring up thoughts of Johnny
No Mates, the date who never showed or He Who
Chews With Mouth Open.
However, dîner seul needn’t be frowned on. The
French have it down to a fine art, according to the
author Roger Clarke, a former correspondent for
the Zagat Guides, who has noticed it in London
too. “There’s a long French tradition of dining
alone, which I think persists to some extent in
Soho, but it really depends on the restaurant,” he
says. “Having a steak frites and reading a novel is
usually how it’s done…”
As a teen, I forced myself to dine alone as a kind
of idiotic character-building exercise. I took a book,
but in my nervousness I held it upside down. Trying
to chew, I bit the inside of my cheek quite badly.
After that, dining with myself got better. It made
me realise that I’m actually great company. Since
I’ve got over worrying whether people are staring
at me, eating solo has become heavenly. It means I
can order what I want. Perhaps I don’t get to
sample another meal, but sometimes companions
don’t like to share. (I don’t like those people.) I
also don’t have to chit-chat, except with the staff,
which I enjoy; can get a seat almost anywhere; and
can eat and leave – or linger, contemplating the
restaurant “art”. I don’t have the chaos of group
bookings, and – best of all – I feel really grown up.
Eating on my own doesn’t mean I don’t have
friends. It means I have self-confidence, focus and
choice. Bring a book, sure, but don’t be that guy,
don’t be that girl – you know, the ones in The New
Yorker cartoons. Above all, “Stay away from your
mobile phone when dining alone,” says Markus
Hippi, host of Monocle Radio’s “The Menu”, a
programme on the global restaurant scene. “If you’re
constantly on your emails or social media, you won’t
enjoy the food as much as you should.” Hippi
reckons dining alone is a growing trend, and to be
encouraged. “People should feel less awkward about
it, and restaurants will definitely have to think of
ways of making it feel more natural in the future.”
So, come dine with me sometime? I’ll sit at this
table, and you sit over there…

Music

VO O DO O CHIL D
Bluesman, shaman, legend: In the late Dr John, the world has lost
a true New Orleans original, who lived life in the fastest lane

A

dorned with elaborate
head-dresses, beads and
feathers and performing
with a skull atop his
piano, Dr John, who died on 6 June,
was one of the most recognisable
figures in music. He was also a
musician of towering importance
– an inductee of the Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame and the winner of six
Grammy Awards, who lived a
roller-coaster life that was as
colourful as a Mardi Gras parade.
Dr John was the persona of
Malcolm John Rebennack Jr, born in
New Orleans in November 1941.
Mac, as he became known, was
immersed in New Orleans’ cultural
melting pot from the beginning,
accompanying his father to local
nightclubs where he watched
musicians like Professor Longhair
rehearsing while Rebennack Sr, an
electricals man, fixed the PA.
Tutored by Walter ‘Papoose’
Nelson, who played guitar with
Fats Domino, Mac dropped out of
high school and was soon leading
his own bands and sitting in at
Bourbon Street clubs and strip
joints, falling into a life of petty
crime and developing a heroin
habit along the way.

JO N AT H A N
W I N G AT E
Wr i t e r a n d
b r o a d c a s t e r,
Boisdale Life
music editor

“When you’re in the game, the
whole lifestyle of it kinda takes
over,” he explained to me a few
years ago. “Whatever morals,
scruples and principles you’re born
with just disappear. I don’t
remember it ever hitting a lowest
point… It just kept sinking.”
At the age of 21, Rebennack’s
dreams of becoming a professional
guitarist disappeared when the end
of his left ring finger was blown off
by a gangster in Jacksonville,
Florida. “This guy was pistol
whipping my buddy, Ronnie
Barron, and I was freaked, ’cos
Ronnie’s mother told me she was
gonna chop my cojones off with a
butcher’s knife if anything
happened to her son. I’m trying to
get the gun, and I thought my hand
was over the handle, but it was over
the barrel, and pop! That was that.”
He asked his friend James
Booker to teach him to play organ,
and built a reputation as one of the
city’s most in-demand musicians.
His heroin habit eventually
landed him a two-year prison
sentence. After his release, he
relocated to Los Angeles, where he
became part of the Wrecking Crew,
a group of session musicians who
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played with everyone from Aretha
Franklin to Frank Zappa.
In 1968 he released his debut
album, Gris-Gris, introducing the
world to his outlandish alter ego,
Dr John, The Night Tripper, loosely
based on a legendary Louisiana
voodoo practitioner of the 1800s.
The music of this shamanistic
showman wove voodoo
incantations and bayou patois into
a psychedelic gumbo of rock and
roll, Rhythm & Blues, funk and jazz.
“My original idea when was to
do a record so that we didn’t lose
a piece of our New Orleans culture
that was disappearing,” Rebennack
recalled. “We had all these strange,
wild instruments that really made
things like an exotic collage.”
Described by producer Jerry
Wexler as “the blackest white man
in the world”, Dr John continued to
draw on the African-American
heritage of pioneering New Orleans
musicians such as Jelly Roll
Morton, Fats Domino and Professor
Longhair throughout his career. He
worked with artists including the
Rolling Stones, Bob Dylan and John
Lennon, and recorded a string of
timeless albums including Babylon,
Dr John’s Gumbo and In The Right
Place, which produced his sole Top
10 hit, ‘Right Place Wrong Time’.
He didn’t quit drugs until he was
in his fifties, but Dr John continued
touring the world and releasing
award-winning records throughout
his life. When he reflected on his
wildest days of the 1960s and ’70s,
he did so with the casual air of wry
amusement you only get from a
man who has lived his life in the
fastest lane imaginable.
“The managers said they were
gonna help me with my drug
problem,” he recalled of one
occasion he landed under lock and
key. “They put me in a psych ward
and had me declared incompetent.
It was a scam to f___ me out of the
money. I was only in for maybe a
week before I escaped,” he
chuckled. But how? “I had one of
my old ladies put some gum in the
door so that it didn’t lock. I told her
to get my shit together and wait in
the car for me, and we split. I just
walked out the door.”
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t’s a contrarian cliché to
lament that that there are
things you “can’t say”, before
proceeding to say exactly that.
From immigration reform to the
culture wars to discipline in
schools, there are some opinions
simultaneously considered too
unpopular to air in public, yet
worthy of getting rather a lot of
airtime nonetheless.
Intergenerational inequality,
however, is in another league. The
disparity of wealth between the
old and the young in this country
is vast, yet we simply do not want
to know. If you don’t believe me,
look at what happened in May
when the House of Lords
Committee on Intergenerational
Fairness tentatively suggested that
maybe there was, actually,
something a bit off about the taxes
of a family on the minimum wage
funding the TV licences, free travel
and winter fuel allowance of a
75-year-old enjoying retirement in
a house they probably purchased
for peanuts five decades ago.
This was slammed as an attack
on people who had worked hard
all their lives (well, until
retirement, anyway). When the
BBC, which now shoulders the
costs of free TV licences,
announced in June that it would
restrict this subsidy to over-75s
claiming pension credit – in other
words, means-test the benefit for
those who genuinely can’t afford
it – it was treated as a national
scandal, with the government
wading in to slam the decision.
But determined as we are to
keep kicking the can of an everageing population down the road
while we tear ourselves apart over
Brexit, it’s a conversation we
desperately need to have. Because
unpopular as it is to say, Britain is
strangling the economic
opportunities of its young to
pander to its old.
Let’s start with the ring-fenced
triple-locked state pension – which,
if you didn’t know, makes up a fifth
of government spending. That’s
higher than the proportion going to
the NHS, and more than education,
defence, and welfare combined.

Opinion

AGE CONCERN
Should pensioners who own their
homes be relying on the state to fund
their care, let alone their bus passes?
The numbers just don’t add up...

R AC H E L
CUNLIFFE
Comment and
f e a t u r e s e d i t o r,
City AM

Now humour me, as we take a
look at some data. In 1976, 14.2 per
cent of the population was aged
over 65. In 2016, that was up to 18
per cent, and the figure is expected
to hit almost 25 per cent by 2046.
By this time, the working age
population will have shrunk to
just 58 per cent. Without rises in
the retirement age, therefore, a
quarter of the population will be
reliant on a dwindling pool of
workers to fund all their pensions,
medical and care needs.
Or to put it another way: in
1976 there were 4.3 working age
adults for every pensioner; in 2016
there were 3.5. In another 30 years,
there will be just over two. Keep
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the spending priorities as they are,
and that would require a tax
increase of 87 per cent for every
working adult, just to stand still.
And all these retirees need to
live somewhere. Many of them do
so in style. While it’s true that not
every pensioner bought a property
early in life, those that did have
reaped the benefits.
It’s no wonder that pensioners
are, on average, £20 a week better
off than workers. Over-50s hold
three quarters of all Britain’s
housing wealth, and over 65s own
43 per cent – while also receiving
two fifths of all NHS spending.
Against this backdrop, we hit
the social care crisis – a challenge
which amounts to electoral
dynamite. Just ask Theresa May,
who in 2017 dared to suggest that
people who have enjoyed massive
housing equity could use some of
that wealth to fund their own care.
She promptly lost her majority.
But if pensioners aren’t going to
pay for their care, who is?
According Jacob Rees-Mogg, an
advocate for low taxes and a small
state in every other area, the
answer is the government, as it is
apparently “unfair” to ask those
with housing wealth to dip into it.
That hands the bill to young
workers who are already struggling
under a distorted tax burden and
unable to buy their homes.
The old adage that young
people don’t know how lucky they
are, and have opportunities that
their grandparents could only
dream of, works both ways.
Affording somewhere to live and
paying bills is considerably harder
now than it was half a century ago.
And it’s only set to get worse.
The fact that we can’t even have
a sensible conversation about
frivolities like TV licences and free
travel shows how mired in denial
Britain is. Personally, I’d ask
anyone in receipt of a state
pension and owning their home to
do the maths, and to wonder just
how much of a priority to them
their grandchildren really can be.
But that, apparently, is the kind
of unpopular opinion you really
can’t air in public.
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he pomarine jaeger
sounds like a cocktail,
but is in fact a gull with
a gruesome feeding habit.
Its modus operandi is ‘kleptoparasitic’: Klepto, because nearly
all its food intake is stolen, often
in mid-air, from unsuspecting
red-legged kittiwakes; and
parasitic because, while flying, it
targets, extracts and recovers fish
that other innocent gulls have
already swallowed.
That fish is often young Arctic
cod, found in nursery grounds
amid the nooks and crannies of
the sea-ice cover on the Arctic
Ocean. This relationship between
seabirds and fish is just one
example of what may be the
world’s most overlooked, least
understood habitat. Every one of
the billions of ice floes that form,
float and melt on the Arctic Ocean
is home to trillions of animals,
plants, and even-more-important
microbes that underpin this
unique ecosystem. And just as the
human clearance of rainforests
reduces habitat, jeopardising
species survival and the function
of the broader ecosystem, so the
human-induced contribution to
melting Arctic sea ice threatens its
dependent species and ecosystem.
The pomarine jaeger was a
favourite aboard ‘Arctic Mission’,
an exploratory voyage that I led
in 2017, taking two 50ft sailing
vessels, without icebreakers,
into the North Pole’s international
waters. However, the issue
became all too clear to me in 2003
as I made my way, solo and
without resupply, from Canada
to the North Pole. It was only
because I had the clothing and
equipment necessary to cross
occasional stretches of open water
between the ice floes that I was
able to complete my journey. Of
the 850 hours spent hauling my
sledge northwards, more than 30
were spent swimming from floe
to floe. While the psychological
stress of each such crossing soon
faded from my memory, the
cumulative effect of these acute
experiences was to transform my
understanding of the scale of

Conservation

THAT MELTING
FEEL ING
We need to create the world’s largest
wildlife reserve to protect the
ecosystems at risk in the Arctic

PEN
H A D OW
A r c t i c e x p l o r e r,
advocate and
founder of Arctic
Mission and 90º
North

change on the Arctic Ocean – and
therefore the challenges faced by
the region’s wildlife, struggling to
survive and breed in a shrinking
habitat. All too soon, I suspect, we
will face challenges of our own.
When I began my life on the
Arctic Ocean’s sea-ice crust 25
years ago, public perception was
that the region was redundant
and lifeless. But ‘sea ice’ is an
oxymoron. The salts in sea water
cannot freeze. Instead, sea ice
forms a complex honeycomb
structure, with the salts extruded
through the micro-channels over
time. Microbes, zooplankton
(drifting animals) and
phytoplankton (drifting plants)
inhabit these channels.
We all know that polar bears
use the sea ice as a hunting
platform. But all three sub-species
of walrus also depend on sea ice
for their rests between seabed
sorties for invertebrates and
clams. And six seal species –
hooded, ringed, ribbon, harp,
bearded and spotted – depend on
it, as do some family groups of the
world’s largest dolphin – the orca
or killer whale. And the most
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loquacious of all whale, the white
beluga, feed around its margins
alongside the spiral-toothed
narwhal – source of the mythical
unicorn. The only seabed-feeding
whale, the grey whale, also
depends on it. Even the world’s
second largest animal, the
bowhead whale, weighing up to
100,000 kg, depends for its vast
food intake on the prolific
plankton hosted by the sea ice.
That sea-ice cover once created
a de facto nature reserve for the
entire Central Arctic Ocean,
keeping it out of bounds to
commercial fishing boats, seabed
mining platforms and cargo ships.
Then NASA’s satellites began
revealing the shocking rapidity of
ice loss. By summer 2012, 40 per
cent of the Central Arctic Ocean
region was ice-free, and accessible
to ships. Inevitably, geopolitical
activity has soared: The potential
for natural resource extraction is
significant, and a new global
shipping route is emerging
between the Pacific Rim countries
(via the Bering Strait and North
Pole), Europe and North America.
‘Sea-ice cover’, is not an
accurate term. The fuller reality is
a ‘floating ice-reef ecosystem’,
which is at risk not just from
ice-loss, but the human kleptoparasites it unleashes. That is why
my mission now, through the
newly-formed organisation 90°
North, is to protect this ecosystem
from additional human stressors
by enlisting the United Nations to
deliver a treaty for the world’s
largest wildlife reserve in the
international waters of the Pole.
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THE GI VER OF GIF TS

T

he idea struck me, as
it must so many, while
sitting at the bar at
Boisdale. Squinting at
the bottles lined up along the wall,
I asked my drinking companion if
he had any contacts at Sandeman.
He squinted ever so slightly
because we’d had a few by then.
“You know, they make port,”
I elaborated.
He scratched his ear, said he
might, and then asked me why I
needed to get in touch with them.
“Because I’m off to Portugal
next week, and my godfather is
a chap called George Sandeman
who lives over there, but I’ve
never met him,” I said.
Odd, you might think, to have
a godfather you’ve never met. His
brother was my father’s best friend
but sadly died not long before I
was born, so George was asked as
an honourary representative
instead and accepted. I suspect he
knew he might not be around that
much and he couldn’t come to my
christening, so sent a string of
Cartier pearls as a present instead
and then disappeared.
The new godparents of Archie
Harrison Mountbatten-Windsor
don’t have much of an excuse to
forget their godson’s birthday
because the poor little blighter
will be photographed in the
papers every year, but buying an
extremely expensive and generous
present is a canny move if you’ve
recently been asked to become a
godparent and can already feel a
sense of foreboding that you will
forget all little Matilda’s birthdays.
Get in early and disappear
afterwards, obligation fulfilled.
Anyway, as if working on an
extremely grand missing person
case, the following day my
Boisdale drinking pal put me in

SOPHIA
M O N E Y–
C OU T T S
Novelist and
columnist for the
S u n d a y Te l e g r a p h

touch with the wine writer Henry
Jeffreys. I explained the details to
him – unmet Sandeman godfather
– whereupon Henry furnished me
with his email address. (It’s never
that easy in TV dramas, is it?)
Cut to Lisbon a few weeks later
when I met up for one of those
lunches that will long stick in the
mind. George, a tall, elegant figure
in a linen suit, appeared at the
table and for more than two hours,
over vinho verde and bacalao, we
talked about relationships and
family and life’s high hopes and
failed ambitions in a much more
uncomplicated way than I ever
could with my own parents. It
didn’t matter a jot that we’d never
met before. What advice could
George have given three-year-old
me? Far more useful to meet up in
Lisbon when I, as an adult, could
properly listen to his godfatherly
wisdom. Also, at the end of lunch,
George handed me a small bag in
which was a delicate bracelet –
three strands of pearls fastened
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with a small, glittery clasp. My
eyes welled up, and I don’t think
it was just the wine.
As someone who is terrible at
remembering birthdays and whose
friends have started producing
small bald babies at such a rate
I forget all their names, I took huge
comfort from this lunch. I have
four godchildren thus far and love
them all, but I do not loom large in
their lives. Every now and then, I
nip over for a cup of tea with their
parents and hand over a book
about dinosaurs I’ve hurriedly
bought in Waterstones. “Look, it’s
Godmother Soph!” they tell their
infant, encouragingly, since the
child is staring at me like one of
those strangers they’ve been
warned about at school.
And there are all sorts of rules
that come with being a godparent
these days. “Feel free to Instagram
him,” my friend told me recently,
of her new son. “We tell that to all
the godparents.” A social media
policy on godparenting! I’ve also
heard tales of WhatsApp
godparent groups, which the
proud mother sets up to keep the
godparents constantly informed
of how the five-year-old is doing
in maths and PE, with photo
evidence of homework and sports
day. As if we all need yet another
WhatsApp group in our lives.
George and I have since become
firm email friends and I have
decided he will be the model on
which I base my relationship with
my own godchildren. I’ll stick
a tenner in an envelope for
Christmases and birthdays for a
few years yet, but once they’re
old enough it will become long
lunches and actual friendship.
Probably no Cartier gifts, though.
On a writer’s salary – are you
kidding me?

G E TT Y I MAG ES , IL L U S T R AT IO N : MA RT I N KI NG D O M

A well-chosen godparent can be the best mentor and confidant a child can
ever have, if your parents appoint one out of love and not expectation...
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aybe I’m making lazy
assumptions, but I’m
guessing that few
Boisdale regulars are
also cycling enthusiasts. I suspect
that you’re more likely to spend
your Sundays cursing a slowmoving peloton from behind the
wheel of your Land Rover than to
wear Lycra yourself – although it is
appealingly stretchy and doesn’t
mind if you ordered Boisdale’s
chateaubriand-for-two just for you.
I am a Boisdale regular, and
a glutton. The waiting staff know
to bring me a plunger as well as the
regular cutlery, the better to
foie-gras myself on Ranald’s haggis.
But this columnist is a fifth
columnist. I am also a cyclist, and
the gluttony and the cycling permit
and encourage each other.
It irritates me when my fellow
members of the press refer to
“motorists” as if they were some
put-upon minority rather than the
vast majority of the country.
“Motorists hit with new tax!”
scream the headlines, but with
more than 30 million cars on
Britain’s roads, aren’t motorists just
most of us? Non-cyclists and
newspapers tend to see “cyclists”
in the same way – as one tribe.
In fact, the explosion in the
sport’s popularity in this country,
encouraged by our domination of
Olympic cycling and the Tour de
France and, quite noticeably, by the
7/7 terror attacks – which forced
many London commuters onto two
wheels, who then stayed there –
means that cycling is now a mass
activity, and its participants simply
reflective of society as a whole.
This is both good and bad. I
welcome the growth and popularity
of a sport I have loved for thirty
years. But we “real” cyclists are as
tribal and as judgemental as anyone
else. A group of cyclists called The
Velominati (I’m not kidding) have
created a list known as “The Rules”
that defines with obsessive
precision how “real” cyclists
should dress and behave, including
always shaving your legs, and
maintaining sharp “tan lines”
between your exposed, nut-brown
limbs and your pallid everything

Exercise

S TE EL F RA MES,
HOT RUBBER
A haggis-loving glutton and petrolhead
by day, our writer has become a legshaving signatory of that weirdest of
subcultures: hardcore cyclists

BE N O L I V E R
Fre e l a n ce c ar
jour n a li s t , B o i sda le
L i fe co n t r i b u t i ng
e d i t or

else. Those of us who follow The
Rules are cyclists. Everyone else is
just a person on a bicycle.
You are far more likely to be
irritated by a person on a bicycle
than a proper cyclist. A chav in a
hoody riding down a pavement
while texting is not a cyclist; he just
happens to be on a bicycle, possibly
stolen from an actual cyclist. I
particularly rue the influx of alpha
males of late-middle age who, if
they hadn’t taken up cycling,
would otherwise have been boring
people at a golf club bar. They
might look like cyclists to you, but
with their ten-grand bikes and
ten-kilo paunches, we know they’re
not. You see them in Richmond
Park in the evenings and on the
Surrey Hills at the weekends:
Well-to-do lawyers, solicitors and
accountants dressed entirely by
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upmarket cycling clothier Rapha,
their heads down, failing to
acknowledge other riders as real
cyclists would, and going rather
more slowly than the Lance-face
they put on would suggest.
If you get stuck behind a long,
strung-out chain of cyclists that is
impossible to pass, they’ll be such
recent converts. Proper cyclists ride
fast and in close formation when in
groups, two abreast and inches off
each other’s wheels, thus halving
the distance required to overtake
them. But your irritation at any
delay should be tempered by the
knowledge that you are less likely
to be paying for the coronary care in
later years of those whose lumpen,
Lycra-clad arses you are stuck
behind. A study published in the
British Medical Journal in 2017
involving a quarter of a million
people found that cycling to work
cuts the risk of developing cancer
and cardiovascular disease by 45
per cent compared to commuting
by car or public transport.
Countless other studies confirm the
benefits. With obesity expected to
cost the NHS £10bn and the wider
economy £50bn by 2050, cycling’s
savings outweigh its irritations.
I am one of those statistics.
Although I have always been both
cyclist and glutton, at one time the
gluttony dominated and I ballooned
to 18 stone. After rebalancing the
two and with cycling as my only
exercise, I’m now 13 stone with a
31-inch waist at age 44.
The sport that I have loved since
I was a kid will serve me well in old
age too. I once got chatting with
three cyclists who had stopped on
the lane outside my house. The
youngest was 77 and the oldest 81.
They were lean and fit and happy.
Their legs were smooth, as real
cyclists’ should be, but I was too
polite to ask them whether they
still had to shave them or had just
gone bald there. They’d only
stopped to allow “the kid” to catch
up. He soon appeared, puffing
slightly and a mere 65. This, I
reflected, was the kind of old man
I’d like to be: Still alive, still
cycling, and still eating as much
of Ranald’s haggis as I like.

Technology

D O NT FEAR THE ROBOT
We should embrace the prospect of robots and machine
intelligence in our lives – they’ll make us rich and rested

B
RO G E R
BOOTLE
Chairmamn of
Captial Economics ,
columnist for the
D a i l y Te l e g r a p h

elieve the hype about
robots and artificial
intelligence (AI), and we
are about to experience
a revolution. The trouble is, it isn’t
clear whether this will be a good
or bad thing. The pessimists say
almost all of us are going to be out
of a job. According to the optimists,
however, we may well be working
less but that is because the robots
and AI will be doing most of the
unpleasant and boring things,
leaving us a combination of more
interesting jobs and more leisure.
Both visions sound to me like a
good reason to visit Boisdale. In the
first case we will need to drown our
sorrows, and in the second we will
need to find something useful to do
with all that leisure time. So cheers!
There is an important difference
between these two visons, however.
In the first scenario, ordinary bods
won’t be able to afford to go out

much because they will have lost
their primary source of income.
Even the rest of us might not be able
to afford to do very much in the
future. The consequence of
widespread poverty for the masses
will be much higher taxes on the
better off, perhaps even to fund the
establishment of a universal basic
income (UBI), a once fanciful idea
that is already enthusing many
thinkers on the political left.
Nor is it going to be easy to avoid
this fate by escaping our fair climes
for pastures new. If it comes for our
jobs, the robot revolution will be
no respecter of borders. The effects
will strike just about everywhere.
What’s more, the tide of opinion
in favour of increasing taxes on the
rich is likely to sweep the globe.
Unbelievably, there was recently
a referendum on introducing a UBI
in Switzerland, of all places. It
didn’t win, but the proposal earned
the support of almost a quarter of
voters. You may feel even more in
need of a drink now.
If you believe the ultras on this
subject, there won’t be much
employment at Boisdale, either,
because robots will be dispensing
the drinks and taking the money.
And there is another key category
of redundancy of close interest to
us Boisdalers – cab drivers. Without
needing to pay a human driver,
they will be even cheaper than
Uber. And we won’t have to put
up with the driver boasting about
having that so-and-so in the back
of the cab last night, or telling us
about all the people he would like
to have hung, drawn and quartered.
Well, you can believe all this
stuff if you like, but I don’t. Not that
I underestimate the importance of
Artificial Intelligence. I just don’t
buy this Death of Work idea, not
least because it has been doing the
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rounds ever since the Industrial
Revolution. Since that era onwards,
there has been a succession of
individuals who have seen their
jobs become surplus, and trades
that have disappeared altogether.
But new jobs have always appeared
to take the place of the old. And,
although average working hours
have fallen, increased productivity
has simultaneously delivered rising
real incomes. So people have been
able to enjoy both more leisure time
and more money to spend during it.
Why will the robot and AI
revolution be any different? Some
ultras say that there will be nothing
that humans could do as well as
robots and AI. I think this is
rubbish. Although robots can do
many things, their manual dexterity
is, in actual fact, extremely poor
and is not improving much. For all
its abilities, AI cannot match the
flexibility, intuition and creativity
of the human mind. I believe that
it never will. For the mind is
something far more than a complex,
powerful computer.
And robots and AI will never
be more human than we are. This
is extremely important, because
humans like to interact with other
humans. Let’s take Guy serving at
the back bar of Boisdale of
Belgravia. Can you really imagine
Guy’s artificial replacement serving
you as well, complete with broad
French accent and applicable
charm? Hardly. Put a robot behind
the bar, and pretty soon the
customers would all be robots too.
This prospect is too awful to
contemplate. Frankly, I wouldn’t
bother yourself with such thoughts.
It’s all going to be just fine. In
general, as a society we will carry
on getting richer even as we enjoy
a further reduction in average
working hours; and that includes
three-day weekends becoming the
norm. More time to spend at the
bar, being served by humans.
Thanks for offering. Mine’s a glass
of Kendall-Jackson Chardonnay!
Roger Bootle’s latest book, The
AI Economy – Work, Wealth and
Wellbeing in the Robot Age,
is published in September by
Nicholas Brealey
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A
BEAUTIFUL
FRIENDSHIP
Michael Karam tells the story of France’s 162-year relationship with the
Lebanese wine industry in occupation, war and peace

Wine has been made
in Lebanon for 5,000
years, first exported by
the Phoenicians, but its
modern wine industry
dates back to 1857
and a group of thirsty
French Jesuits

WINE

Clockwise from
left: French officials
tour Lebanon with
the Jesuits; Château
Musar 1917, a vintage
from the last days of
the Ottoman Empire;
François-Eugène Brun’s
winery in Chtaura,
founded in the 1860s

E

arlier this year, on a misty
and rainy day on Mount
Lebanon, I was shown a letter
written in French in January
1943 by a Cairo-based British
army officer to a Lebanese winemaker,
thanking him for his hospitality while
he was on leave in Beirut, remarking
that his wine – presumably a parting
gift – “tasted very good in the desert”.
The soldier was Ronald Barton,
whose family owned, and still own,
Châteaux Léoville-Barton and LangoaBarton in Bordeaux. The Lebanese
winemaker was Gaston Hochar, who,
13 years earlier, founded Château
Musar, Lebanon’s most celebrated wine.
The pair went on to form a lifelong
friendship, one that would extend over
the generations, with Serge Hochar,
Gaston’s eldest son and the man who
would firmly plant the Lebanese flag on
the world wine map, interning at the
famous Saint Julien producer while
studying under the great Emile Peynaud
in Bordeaux in the early Sixties.
But the wine ties between France
and Lebanon run much deeper, and the
love affair between the two nations
really begins in 1857, when Lebanon
was still part of an Ottoman Empire in
decline and a group of French Jesuit
missionaries, living in Tanail, a village
in the remote, mystical and often
lawless Bekaa Valley, decided that amid
their hardship, they needed some
decent wine instead of the boiled, sweet
nectar made for church services.
Applying their solid knowledge
of agriculture and the sciences, they set
out to produce the Middle East’s first
“dry” red, importing what were then
considered “les meilleurs cépages” from
Algeria, the most important of France’s
colonial wine-producing territories. The

French Jesuits in
the Bekaa decided
they needed wine
instead of the
boiled, sweet nectar
made for church
Cinsault and Grenache vines reached
Lebanon just in time to beat the
Ottoman ban on imported plants,
enforced to curb the spread of Phylloxera
– an aphid that feeds on vines.
The results were so successful that
the priests were eventually able to
distribute their vines among the
previously sceptical and often
contemptuous locals. “Cereal crops and
mulberry were replaced with vines,
which became known by the people of
the area as vignes Françaises,” writes a
missionary, Brother D’Ore, in his diary.
The wine, according to another
Jesuit, Brother Mold, “possessed more
bouquet than any in the whole of Syria,
the most esteemed being our Vin D’Or”.
Brother D’Ore also waxes lyrical: “What
wonderful wines! They are sent abroad
to be used in church services in
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Bavaria, Prussia, Holland and the
countries of the Far East,” while yet
another monk, Brother Jullien writes,
“today the domaine is an excellent
vineyard. The people revel without fear
of the new grapes. They know they give
superior wine.”
Elsewhere in the Bekaa Valley,
another Frenchman was busy
establishing his dream. In 1860, three
years after the Jesuits began their wine
experiment, François-Eugène Brun,
a 24-year-old military engineer from
Chézery Forens in the Rhône Alps,
arrived in Lebanon to work on the main
Beirut-Damascus road. After a year, he
jacked in his job and set up a winery
in the town of Chtaura. Domaine des
Tourelles became Lebanon’s first
commercial winery (the Jesuits had not
started selling their wines) and by the
turn of the 20th Century his blends
were winning medals at London fairs.
The end of the First World War
would change the face of Lebanon and
Lebanese wine forever. The 1920 Treaty
of Sèvres brought the curtain down on
the Ottoman Empire and the surrender
of all non-Turkish territory to the
victorious Allied nations. In the Eastern
Mediterranean, this saw the creation of
mandates in Palestine, Syria and
Lebanon, where France was the new

M

eanwhile, in Paris, Gaston
Hochar had been, or rather
should have been, studying
medicine. Instead, he hung
out with the city’s bohemian crowd and
acquired a taste for wine. In 1929, on
his return to Lebanon, he told his
startled family that he had no interest
in becoming a doctor and wished
instead to become a winemaker. “He
might as well have said he was opening
a bordello,” recalls his son, Ronald. But
three years later, Hochar’s first vintage
of 8,000 cases was bought by the army
and for the next 13 years Château Musar
rode a wave of loyal French patronage.
On 22 November, 1943, Lebanon
won independence. Hurrah for
Lebanon! But with France out of the

Clockwise from right:
Vineyards in the Bekaa
Valley; a souvenir of
Lebanon’s golden age;
Gaston Hochar, founder
of Château Musar

picture, who was going to drink all
the wine? Things would turn out okay.
Lebanon was now a cosmopolitan
entrepôt; a hub for spies, émigrés,
bankers, businessmen and journalists.
She was entering a golden age that
would sustain more than enough
demand. It was good news for the
Jesuits at Ksara, the Hochars, Pierre
Brun and of course the Nakads, with
or without the chocolate.
In 1975, the party ended once again
as Lebanon descended into a civil war
that would last for 15 years and cost
150,000 lives and an exodus of almost
one million people. But that did not
stop Michel de Bustros, a Bekaa
landowner with 300 hectares of vines,
from establishing Château Kefraya in
1978. His first winemaker was a young,
shaggy-haired Frenchman called Yves
Morard, who, on his arrival, was
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suitably stunned by the quality of the
terroir in the West Bekaa.
In 1982, Israel invaded Lebanon to
chase out the Palestinian Liberation
Organisation and Morard found himself
in the thick of the fighting as the Israeli
army advanced into the Bekaa Valley
from the south. “They shelled the
winery and the vineyards,” Morard
recalls, speaking from his home in
Ventoux in southern France. “I was
captured, suspected of being a PLO
fighter and taken to Tel Aviv, where I
spent several months in jail before I was
put on a plane back to Paris.” Had he
had enough of Lebanon? “Not at all.
I got on the first plane to Beirut.”
Morard stayed in Lebanon until 2005.
The war years were not kind to the
Lebanese wine industry. In 1973, the
Jesuits had sold the winery to a group
of Lebanese and Syrian businessmen

A L A MY

master. This new post-Ottoman era saw
the arrival of tens of thousands of very
thirsty French civil servants and
soldiers, all of whom needed a regular
supply of wine. It was the start of a
beautiful friendship; one that would
ensure that the idea of wine, planted
decades earlier by the Jesuits and
François-Eugène Brun, would take root
with more vigour in Lebanon than
in any other country in the Levant.
The word went out. The French
would buy wine from anyone who
made it, and soon, across the country,
but especially in the Bekaa Valley, grape
growers set about either harvesting or
selling grapes. “There was this army
officer who used to come to my father’s
winery to buy wine for his unit,” recalls
Selim Nakad, whose family owns
Château Nakad, the winery in the Bekaa
village of Jdeita, founded in 1923 by his
father, Joseph. “We had a ritual. He
would offer me a piece of chocolate on
the condition that I could recite a
proverb he had taught me on his first
visit. ‘The French may lose a battle, but
they never lose a war.’ I didn’t really
know or care what he meant. To us,
chocolate was like gold dust.”
As, it would seem, was wine to the
French. “The whole area was at it. My
father sold all his wine to the French
until they left in the Forties”. They told
him that it could survive the rigours of
the Syrian Desert,” boasts Selim. “He
used to make 70,000 litres, but the
French warned him that if he tried to
sell to anyone else, they would
confiscate all his stock.”

WINE

between the Lebanese Ghosn brothers
and heavyweight French partners who
included Daniel and Frédéric Brunier of
Domaine Le Vieux Télégraphe, one of
the most renowned estates in
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, and Dominique
Hébrard, who at the time owned
Château Cheval Blanc in Saint-Émilion.

L
after the Pope “encouraged” the Catholic
Church to divest itself of its commercial
assets. The new owners understandably
struggled. They had hired a French
winemaker, Noël Rabot, who eventually
had enough of the fighting and fled. It
was left to a heroic accountant to take
over winemaking duties. Pierre Brun,
Michel De Bustros and the Nakads had
all been hit hard by the fighting. Only
Château Musar, which had started
making sales in the UK – and where
Serge Hochar, who had taken over from
his father, became fêted for producing
wine in war – continued to fly the flag.
But with peace came opportunities,
and the Lebanese set about rebuilding
their industry. The Nineties saw the
emergence of a new generation of
producers and once again France
played its part. For if there was one
winery that captured spirit of that
decade it was Massaya, founded in
1997 as a Franco-Lebanese alliance

ebanon, France and wine still
enjoy a vigorous ménage-a-trois.
At Château Ksara, the legacy of
the Jesuits lives on. Their
presence is felt in every corner of the
old winery and the Brothers, who still
run a monastery at Tanail, sell grapes
to the winery. Château Ksara is
Lebanon’s biggest producer, making
three million bottles a year under the
watchful eye of its French winemaker
James Palgé, who has been with the
winery for over 20 years.
Pierre Brun died in Chtaura in 1999,
ending three generations of French
influence in Lebanese wine. Brun was
heirless, and the elegantly distressed
winery might have disappeared from
sight, or even worse, bought by an

Lebanon was a
cosmopolitan
entrepôt; a hub
for spies, émigrés,
businessmen
and bankers

arch-vulgarian. A few distant French
cousins did come to Lebanon to check
out the property, but were apparently
put off by the sinister Syrian army
presence in the Bekaa Valley. The
property was then acquired by the Issa
and Issa el-Khoury families, friends of
Pierre Brun, who have restored it to its
former glory. Winemaker Faouzi Issa
trained in Montpelier and interned at
Château Margaux and Domaine René
Rostaing in Côte Rôtie. Indeed, most
of Lebanon’s new generation of
winemakers are French trained and
the wines tend to be blends rather than
varietals in keeping with the Old rather
than New World.
Finally, a word on neighbouring
Syria, where, two Lebanese-Syrian
brothers, Karim and Sandro Saadé,
founded Domaine de Bargylus in 2003
on the slopes of Jabal Ansarieh, above
the port city of Latakia. In 2011, as in
Lebanon 36 years before, the horrifying
spectre of civil war and the added
savagery of Islamic fundamentalism
came calling, but the brothers, working
closely with French consultant
Stéphane Derenoncourt, persevered and
in the most trying circumstances, went
on to make what Jancis Robinson,
arguably the world’s most respected
wine critic, called “the finest red wine
produced in the Eastern Mediterranean”.
Plus ça change!
Michael Karam is the editor of Tears
of Bacchus: A History of Wine in the
Arab World, recently released by
Gilgamesh Publishing.

Clockwise from above:
The late Serge Hochar
of Château Musar; a
Bedouin grape picker; the
legendary Yves Morard,
Château Kefraya’s first
winemaker

Eileen Donan Castle,
on the West coast of
the Scottish Highlands,
was captured by the
Jacobites during the
1719 Rebellion and then
pounded to rubble by
the Royal Navy. It was
painstakingly rebuilt
in the 20th century by
John Macrae-Gilstrap.
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THE

REBELLION
THAT
WASN’T
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istory is written backwards
but lived forwards. We all
know what happened, but
those who were obliged to
live through uncertainty
had a different perspective. Good
historians constantly remind us of this,
for it makes the narrative more exciting.
Take an event whose anniversary falls
this year: the Jacobite Rising of 1719,
which involved fascinating characters
operating on a European canvas. It
failed and passed into insignificance
but should not be forgotten.
British history from 1603–1746 is
a fascinating study, because everything
was in play. We now know the eventual
outcome. Religion ceased to make or
break dynasties. Outside Ireland, men
gradually learned to tolerate those
of different faith. The country settled
down under the Hanoverians. None
of the Kings was exciting; they were all
called George – a dull and stolid name
that promised – and provided – stability.
Bonny Prince Charlie had offered a brief
stellar alternative until it expired as a
shooting star. “Will ye no’ come back
again?”, the Scots poem asks. No, and
just as well. Once Kings no longer tried
to be absolute monarchs but turned into
non-executive chairmen, the chronic
constitutional strife of the 17th century
subsided. Then, one King lost his head
and another was driven into exile.
Political conflict led to a civil war, an
uprising, an invasion, and a busy
scaffold. Now, it centred on Parliament.
It could all have been so different.
Personalities played a crucial role. The

Three centuries ago, an alliance between
a Spanish cardinal and Swedish king brought
about an attempted uprising in Scotland.
The Jacobites would rise once more and,
Bruce Anderson argues, the ill-fated events
of 1719 should not be forgotten
last three male Stuart monarchs all had
qualities. Charles I would have made a
superb Director of the National Gallery.
(Cromwell might then have been
Secretary of State for Ireland.) As for
Charles II, no more complex character
ever occupied the throne. There were
only two consistent threads in his career.
The first was a determination to hang on
to his crown. One could argue as to what
extent his vacillations, dishonesties and
betrayals facilitated or jeopardised that.
The second was libertinism. Nineteen
recorded bastards but no legitimate heir:
He could make merry in any bed as long
as it was an illicit one. But he was a
closet Catholic as well as a closet lover,
and died reconciled to the Church.
Charles’s brother, James II, a sound
sea captain, was unsuited to higher
office. A cruel man with a coarse,
limited mind, he had none of Charles’s
political skills and saw his Catholicism
as more important than politics. Charles
produced no heirs from the right side
of the blanket, but James managed three,
the third of whom ended his reign. Until
the boy, another James – who became
known as the Old Pretender – was born
in 1688, James’s successor would have
been his eldest daughter Mary, the most
likeable of all the Stuart monarchs as
well as the most sensible – and an
Anglican. She was also married to
William of Orange, the General who had
led the magnificent Dutch resistance to
Louis XIV, and was a hero throughout
Protestant Europe. So despite the
regular provocations that James II
inflicted on his non-Catholic subjects,

KEY PLAYERS
Top: James Stuart,
“the Old Pretender”,
by Francesco Trevisani.
He was recognised by
France, Spain, the Papal
States, and Modena
as King James III of
England, Ireland and
VIII of Scotland.
Centre: Cardinal Giulio
Alberoni masterminded
the 1719 Rebellion.
Bottom: James Stuart’s
elder son, Charles
Edward Louis John
Casimir Sylvester
Severino Maria Stuart,
popularly known as
“Bonnie Prince Charlie”
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he might well have lived out his life on
the throne; after all, he was the rightful
King, even if allegiance to him came
through gritted teeth. But once he had
a son, who would be brought up a
Catholic, the Old Pretender had to go.
It is crucial to remember that in the
1680s, religion was a matter of life and
death. In 1685, Louis XIV had revoked
the Edict of Nantes, and then subjected
French Protestants to brutal persecution.
Many Huguenot refugees had reached
England to tell their tales. In 1641,
Protestants had been massacred in
Ireland. Less than fifty years later, James
was threatening to use Irish Catholic
soldiers to coerce London. Bloody Mary
was only 130 years in the past, her
memory kept alive by Foxe’s Book of
Martyrs. Most Anglicans believed in the
Divine Right of Kings – and their own
Church. So when that Church was
threatened by a King whom God had
anointed, their loyalties were on the
rack. Some believed the myth that the
Old Pretender had been smuggled into
Whitehall in a warming-pan. Others just
had to agonise. Mary’s many qualities,
and her father’s lack of them, persuaded
enough of the political class to favour
anti-Catholicism over legitimacy.

UISGE GALORE
On 19 August 1745,
Bonnie Prince Charlie
mustered an army from
surrounding Highland
clans and raised the
Royal Standard at
Glenfinnan (right), in
the heart of Clanranald
territory, to claim the
British throne for his
father, James III.To
celebrate, he gave the
assembled clans copious
quantities of French
brandy – for back then,
malt whisky as we know
it today did not exist.
Uisge beatha – Gaelic
for “water of life” – was
illicitly distilled in the
Highlands in small
quantities and not aged
or diluted. Compared
to today’s magnificent
versions, it was raw,
brutal hooch – no
wonder cognac and
brandy were more
commonly drunk.

Y

As long as the
Highlands were
independent,
enemies of Great
Britain could
exploit this

et legitimacy remained a problem.
There was still a widespread
belief that the Royal succession
was a sacred ordinance, not to be
tampered with by Acts of Parliament or
aristocratic coups. For 25 years, this
mattered less. Mary and her younger
sister Anne were both Royal daughters.
But Mary had no children – William
danced at the wrong end of the ballroom
– while Anne’s 19 all died in infancy.
When she died in 1714, legitimacy
returned to centre stage; James VI and I
had a daughter, the Winter Queen, who
married the Elector of Bohemia. That
union produced the dashing Princes
Rupert and Maurice, who fought
gallantly but unavailingly for their
uncle, Charles I. Their sister, Sophia,
married into the House of Hanover; in
1714, her son George, the Elector of
Hanover, was the head of that line.
There were two problems, however.
Charles I also had a daughter, Henrietta,
whose claim was superior to Princess
Elizabeth’s, as Princess Anne’s would be
to Princess Maragaret’s. Princess
Henrietta married into the House of

Right: The defeat of the
Jacobite Army at the
Battle of Culloden on
16 April 1746 ended the
third Jacobite Rebellion
– and 600 years of the
Highland clan system
of local government.
The clans who had
supported the Stuarts
were cruelly suppressed
and the Gaelic language,
the kilt and some clans
were banned.The name
MacGregor was made
illegal on pain of death.

Savoy and then there was double
trouble. First, she and her descendants
were all Catholics so they could not
succeed to the throne: Parliament had
passed the Act of Succession, which
forbade it. Second, to use a word used
by T.S. Eliot – and no-one else – these
Savoy/Stuart crosses were
polyphiloprogenitive. Or to translate
into the argot of the black North of
Ireland: They bred like Papists.
By 1714 when he became King,
George of Hanover was fifty-fourth in
line to the throne of Great Britain. He
was also an unprepossessing fellow, and
spoke no English – not a loss to the
English language. He had two
mistresses, whom the London crowd
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promptly nicknamed the Elephant and
the Maypole. There was also a wife. But
years earlier, she had taken a lover. Who
could blame her? Her husband. The
lover was put to death and she spent the
rest of her life confined in a fortress.
All this was a gift to the Jacobites, as
the followers of the Old Pretender were
known. One Jacobite song referred to
“the wee German lairdie” who had been
working in his kailyard (kitchen garden)
when he was brought news of his
succession. A lot of English Catholics
found it hard to accept the new King. In
the Scottish Highlands most of the Clans
were still loyal to the Stuarts.
This was Jacobitism’s greatest
opportunity and it was thrown away.
Personalities were the key. The Old
Pretender, unimpressive in person,
arrived in Scotland far too late. His
commander, “Bobbing John”, the Earl
of Mar, was neither a statesman nor a
general, and he was up against a man
with claims to both accolades: John
Campbell, the Duke of Argyle, possessed
the qualities that had made his clan
both respected and feared. Ruthless,
decisive and formidable, he was far too
much for poor, hapless Bobbing John.

LIVING HISTORY

HOLD THE FORT
Castle Tioram, ancient stronghold of the
Macdonalds of Clanranald, was torched in 1715
by Alan, 14th Chief and Captain of Clanranald, to
prevent it falling into Hanoverian hands. An
ancestor of the current Boisdale proprietor,Alan
had recently been created Premier Baron of
Scotland in the Jacobite Peerage, but was killed
later that year at the Battle of Sheriffmuir.

At the Battle of Sheriffmuir in 1715,
Argyle had only 3,500 men to Mar’s
8,000. The result was indecisive, but
in strategic terms it was a crushing blow
to the Jacobites. Their campaign folded.
Yet matters could have gone differently.
The then-Macdonald Chief of
Clanranald had all the qualities that Mar
lacked. But he fell early in the battle.
If it had been Mar who had perished,
the day might have gone differently.

A L A MY, G ET T Y I MAG E S

A

fter Sheriffmuir, Jacobitism
seemed doomed. Yet the cause
was to be revived by
extraordinary events in 1718 and ’19,
during which the Scottish Highlands
briefly played a major part in European
politics. Under the Treaty of Utrecht in
1713, Spain lost Sardinia and Sicily.
The Spanish First Minister, Cardinal
Alberoni, a brilliant Italian, who could
have been a second Richelieu if he had
been in charge of a first-rate power, was
determined to restore Spain’s position
in the Mediterranean. He knew that his
main obstacle was the Royal Navy. So
his solution was to remove that Navy
from the Mediterranean by forcing it to
cope with threats at home, from another
Jacobite uprising. His ally, Charles XII of
Sweden, hated George because he saw
Hanover as a rival in German affairs.
Then it all went wrong. Charles was
killed while besieging a small fortress in
Norway. He may even have been shot by

one of his own men. Once considered a
military genius, he became ridiculously
overstretched, squandering Swedish
blood, treasure and possessions in the
pursuit of fantasies. Someone on his
own side might well have decided to
call a halt. With Charles out of the game,
Alberoni’s plans were looking fanciful.
The death-blow came at the Navy’s
hands. A Spanish fleet was destroyed
off Sicily and Alberoni himself rapidly
fell from power. Spain was too far gone
in decline to sustain his ambitions.
Nevertheless, there was a landing
in the Highlands by a force of Jacobites
and Spanish marines, and a battle in
Glen Shiel, won by the Government.
The Jacobites had captured nearby
Eilean Donan castle, which the Navy
bombarded and destroyed. (Restored
in the 20th century, it is an enchanting
building.) But Hanoverian reprisals
were surprisingly light. The foreigners
were allowed to return home, and the
clansmen to their glens. The leniency
had a deceptive aspect, however. In
Edinburgh and London – not to mention
Inveraray, the Campbells’ capital – hard
men were brooding. As long as the
Highlands were virtually independent
of central government, enemies of Great
Britain could exploit this to deliver a
stab in the back. When this did happen
in 1745, there was no mercy.
If the Old Pretender in 1715 had
resembled the young Bonny Prince
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Charlie, and if he had been wise enough
to reassure the Protestants whom he
hoped to rule over that they had nothing
to fear, everything might have been
different. By 1745, everything had
moved on. In the Scottish Lowlands,
there had been a century’s development
in a generation and the country had got
used to the Hanoverians. Some of the
wisest Highland chiefs knew that it was
too late for Jacobitism. The reigning
Clanranald may have been one of them.
Although he rallied to Prince Charles,
he was probably aware that without a
massive and successful French invasion,
the ’45 was an exercise in futility.
The French did not arrive. Militarily,
the Highlanders did surprisingly well,
capturing Edinburgh, defeating Johnnie
Cope at Prestonpans and reaching
Derby. But they could never have won.
After Derby, there was a long retreat to
carnage at Culloden, followed by savage
reprisals and the destruction of the old
Highland order. The Floors o’ the Forest
is a threnody that no Scotsman can hear
without emotion. After the ’45, it was
different flowers, different forests, but
once again the blooms were drowned in
blood. As we reach over the centuries to
commemorate the Highlanders’ courage
and salute their doomed loyalty, we
should not only remember the ’15 and
the ’45. The ’19 should also be part of
the story of the long, complex evolution
from which modern Britain emerged.

Clockwise from top:
Chris Blackwell with
(from left) Junior
Marvin, Bob Marley and
Jacob Miller in 1980; on
the beach in Jamaica,
1994; with Richard
Branson and actress
Caterina Murino
in 2006; with former
Island artist, the singer
Joe Cocker.
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“THE BUSINESS WAS
FULL OF MISFITS AND
MAVERICKS, AND
THAT’S WHAT WAS
GREAT ABOUT IT”
From fighting with Errol Flynn to making superstars out of
Bob Marley and U2, Island Records founder Chris Blackwell is
a true original. Now owning hotels in Jamaica and selling rum,
he talks to Jonathan Wingate about a life lived like no other

N

DAV ID YE L L E N

Below: Chris Blackwell
today, aged 81

obody, least of all Chris Blackwell himself,
could have predicted what would happen when
he founded Island Records in 1959 with £1,000,
selling his wares from the back of his Mini
Cooper. Thirty years later he would sell the
independent label for £190 million.
Blackwell, now 81, introduced the world to reggae music
and made Bob Marley a superstar. He discovered an array of
legendary artists including Steve Winwood, John Martyn and
Grace Jones, and nurtured the idiosyncratic talents of Nick
Drake, Cat Stevens and Roxy Music. He signed U2 in 1980
when no other label would touch them,
and watched them conquer the world.
Columnist Nigel Dempster once
described Blackwell as “one of the Top
10 most attractive men on the planet”;
a tough and canny businessman, in the
music industry he is known simply as
‘The Croc’. Under him, Island was
known for combining commercial
success with real artistic integrity. He
embodied the independent spirit with
his belief in giving his musicians the
space and the freedom to develop in
their own way and reach their potential.
“Major labels have all these layers
that often put artists in a box that they
really don’t want to be in,” he says,
when we meet at Boisdale of Mayfair.
“If an artist wanted to do something
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that I didn’t like, I’d say so, but
I wouldn’t stop it. The main thing was
the artist succeeding and doing what
they wanted to do. I signed artists on
instinct and my feel for people. If you
get a feeling that they are bright and
serious, then let them express
themselves. I think it worked for me,
and it definitely worked for the artists.”
These days, the man who brought
reggae to the world concentrates his
energy on a different Jamaican export:
rum. He launched Blackwell Rum a
decade ago, a return of sorts to his family
roots, and an early life that was like
something from an F. Scott Fitzgerald
novel. Born in London in 1937, he came
from a prosperous family who traded
in rum, sugar, coconuts and cattle, and
much of his childhood was spent in
Jamaica. There, his family would mingle
with the glamorous likes of Ian Fleming,
Noël Coward and Errol Flynn.
“When I was 18, I stole one of Errol’s
girlfriends,” he grins. “He was the only
person who has ever hit me in my life…
so far. I first met him in 1949, just when
my parents were breaking up. He
fancied my mum, so he was especially
nice to me. He used to allow me to go
on his yacht. When he arrived in
Jamaica, he was in really bad shape and
he was drinking a lot. He’d lived a
lifetime before he was 20.”
Throughout our conversation,
Blackwell drops a seemingly neverending procession of famous names
without even a hint of a clang. His

B

lackwell worked as Foot’s
“civilian aide-de-camp”, until
the diplomat was posted
elsewhere. After stints as a water-skiing
instructor, renting motor scooters and
running his own jazz club, he started a
small business selling jukeboxes. This
gave him direct access to Jamaica’s local
music community as he toured around
hilltop bars and little fishing villages.
“Most of the bars were whore
houses,” he recalls. “I’d drive around
Jamaica with the jukebox maintenance
guy and I’d see what music was being
played the most. Everybody in the area
would crowd into a tiny room, and if
I put on a record they didn’t like, they’d
all come in shouting and screaming.
If it was something they liked, they’d
shout – ‘Tune!’ It was fantastic.”
In 1959, 21-year-old Blackwell
launched his music business career
with the release of Lance Hayward At
The Half Moon Hotel, Montego Bay,
an album of jazz standards by the blind
Bermudan singer/pianist. Since Jamaica

produced very little homegrown music
due to a lack of recording facilities, he
had a captive audience.
Other avenues beckoned, however.
In 1962, shooting began in Jamaica on
the first James Bond film, Dr No. Bond’s
creator Ian Fleming was, naturally
enough, a close friend of Blackwell’s
mother, and got him a job as a location
scout. Soon, the production team
offered him a career-making permanent
position. Unsure whether to go into the
movie business or continue with his
nascent record label, Blackwell took the only sensible route,
and saw a fortune-teller. The advice was to stick with music.

“Suddenly I was
hanging out at
Ready Steady Go
or at the BBC with
Brian Epstein and
all of the top guys”

S

o it was to be. Blackwell set up his new company with
£1,000 – the proceeds of his Dr No earnings and a
parental loan – and named it after Alec Waugh’s novel,
Island In The Sun. He quickly released a run of singles that
tapped into Jamaica’s vibrant musical spirit, and enjoyed his
first hit with Laurel Aitken’s ‘Boogie In My Bones’.
“The first three records all went to Number 1, not because
they were the greatest records, but because it was the first
time people were hearing Jamaicans singing something other
than calypso, mento or folk,” he explains. “It was a bit like
New Orleans shuffle music. What became ska was based on
Fats Domino, because all his stuff had that kind of shuffle.”
In 1962, the year of Jamaican independence, Blackwell
relocated to London, where he sold records from the back
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easygoing charm is infectious, and he
remains perfectly matter-of-fact
describing an extraordinary life that has
zig-zagged, Zelig-like, through the
recording studios, concert stages and
A-list parties of Jamaica, London and
everywhere in between.
In his teens he boarded at Harrow,
where he was caned for selling booze
and cigarettes to his fellow pupils.
Although he was never expelled, his
headmaster simply said, “Christopher
might be happier elsewhere.”
“I went to a posh school and I got
every opportunity to have a good
education, but I was totally useless,”
he admits. “I got five O Levels at three
attempts, which is valueless, really. I
was originally supposed to inherit the
family rum business, Wray & Nephew.
After my grandfather died, my two
uncles f****d up the business, so when
I left school and came back to Jamaica,
that future didn’t exist for me.”
He finally found his first employment
in typically glamorous circumstances.
“Noël Coward invited me and my mum
to a party at the Dorchester given by
Elizabeth Taylor and Mike Todd. My
mum was talking to Sir Hugh Foot, the
Governor of Jamaica, who asked how
I was doing, and she rolled her eyes.
He said, ‘Maybe I can give him a job.’”

PROFILE

DE SE RT ISL A ND DIS C S : T HE BE ST OF ISL A ND R E C OR D S

TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
(1968)

NICK DRAKE
FIVE LEAVES
LEFT (1969)

Traffic’s eponymous
second album is a
heady cocktail of
psychedelia, rock,
soul and folk that
laid out the blueprint
for numerous other
artists to follow.

Although Nick
Drake’s achingly
beautiful, pastoral
songs failed to find
much of an audience
at first, this is now
rightly considered
one of the best
debut albums ever
made. Fifty years on,
it still feels utterly
timeless.

of his Mini Cooper to the West Indian
immigrant communities. It was, he
says, a high point in his life.
“I was driving around London in
a little Mini, going from shop to shop.
I absolutely loved it. I had two hi-fi
systems; one for buying and one for
selling,” he chuckles. “The buying
system never sounded great, but the
selling system sounded fantastic. There
was this one guy called Nat Fox who
had a stall in Dalston Market. He came
into the office one day, and I was on
form. I had a few records, and I’m
blasting them on the good sound system,
and he bought everything. I saw him a
month later, and he had a few that
hadn’t sold. He said, ‘I’m not coming to
your office any more to listen!’”
His first British hit single was a cover
of Barbie Gaye’s ‘My Boy Lollipop’,
sung by helium-voiced Jamaican
teenager, Millie Small, and produced by
Blackwell himself. With the spelling
altered to ‘Lollipop’, it reached Number
2 on both sides of the Atlantic, and
became a cornerstone of the ‘bluebeat’
boom – the pre-reggae popularisation
of Jamaican music. “I knew it was going
to be a hit, and I knew exactly how it

JOHN
MARTYN
SOLID AIR
(1973)
One of the defining
moments of British
folk. Yet quite apart
from Martyn’s
sublime songs, the
key to its enduring
appeal is his ability to
dive into uncharted
musical waters,
stirring heavy doses
of jazz and blues into
his mellifluous mix.

BOB MARLEY
CATCH A FIRE
(1973)

ROXY MUSIC
COUNTRY
LIFE (1974)

Already established
in Jamaica, it wasn’t
until their 1973
Island debut that Bob
Marley & The Wailers
managed to find
their feet, perfecting
a potent blend of
killer songs and
superb production
with their trademark
tight-but-loose
musicianship.

Country Life finds
Roxy Music at the
very peak of their
powers, mixing pop
and art to create
a truly groundbreaking yet ageless
sound that had an
incalculable influence
on music.

should sound,” Blackwell explains. “She had this voice
which made you smile, but I knew that a high-pitched voice
can’t last long on a record. It was one minute and 52 seconds.
In and out. Boom. If it had been longer, it would not have
been the same hit. It took me onto another level. Suddenly
I was backstage on Ready Steady Go or at the BBC, with
[Brian] Epstein and all of the top guys.”
Soon enough, Blackwell was one of the top guys himself.
‘My Boy Lollipop’ sold seven million copies worldwide, by
which time Blackwell had discovered the Spencer Davis
Group. The band, who went on to enjoy a string of hits,
including ‘Keep On Running’ and ‘Gimme Some Lovin’’,
featured a young Steve Winwood on lead vocals alongside
his brother, Muff, who became Island’s first A&R man. In the
summer of 1967, ‘Paper Sun’, by Steve Winwood’s new band,
Traffic, provided Island with its first Top Five single. The
label was on its way to becoming one of the dominant forces
in British music.
“In the Sixties and Seventies, music
was a big part of the culture. I don’t
know whether it’s as important to
people as it used to be,” Blackwell
muses. “The music business was full of
misfits and mavericks – that was what
was really great about it. Freedom was
essential to me, because I have my own
ideas of how I like to do things. If you
are able to execute that yourself, you’re
in great shape. In a corporate structure,
people are always jockeying for position,

Opposite top:
Blackwell with U2
and manager Paul
McGuinness (in tie),
in 1982. Opposite
bottom: ‘Black Gold’
Blackwell Rum. Below:
Mille Small, whose song,
‘My Boy Lollipop’, was
Blackwell’s first big hit
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they’ve got their boss to please. But I was
always doing my own thing.”
And Blackwell’s artist-friendly
approach ensured Island’s signings
were fiercely loyal. “I can’t sing,”
Blackwell laughs, “so of course I looked
after the artists. I’m a fan of talent, so
I was always supportive of them if I
really believed in them. They were
loyal to me because I cared about them
and I was honest with them.”

O

f his own music tastes, Blackwell
is candid. “I was really a jazz
fan, not a pop person. With
jazz, you’re leaving the musicians to do
what they do, because it’s something
that hasn’t been done before.”
Blackwell recalls his friendship in
the Sixties with Miles Davis. “He put
the ‘c’ in ‘cool’. For some reason, he
took a liking to me. I once asked Miles,
‘Why do you play so many bad notes?’
Trumpeters like Bix Beiderbecke or
Louis Armstrong always played clean.
He said he liked to play what was in
his head rather than what he knew he
could play. I thought to myself, ‘That’s
true jazz.’”
In the late Sixties the label entered
a new phase, enjoying global success
with rock bands such as Free; King
Crimson and Emerson; Lake & Palmer;
and folk artists including John Martyn,
Nick Drake and Fairport Convention.
Yet it is with reggae music that
Blackwell’s name will forever be most
associated. Island Records championed
Toots & the Maytals; Sly & Robbie;
Black Uhuru; and numerous other
reggae greats, but Blackwell’s most
famous signing was, of course, Bob
Marley & The Wailers.
Blackwell had been focused on
breaking Jimmy Cliff, but the singer

“I immediately
knew Bob Marley
was something
special. He had an
aura about him,
but not a conscious
one. He was just
a natural”

Blackwell at a Bob
Marley concert at
Crystal Palace, 1980

left to join EMI. Just one week later, he
met Bob Marley for the first time.
“I immediately knew that he was
something very special,” he says now.
“I always go on feel and I just felt it. He
had an aura about him, but not a
conscious one. He was just a natural.”
Blackwell gave Marley an advance of
£4,000 to record the Wailers’ first Island
album, Catch A Fire, hiring London’s
finest session players to broaden the
appeal to a white rock audience.
Crossover success took time, but
Blackwell’s investment was ultimately
repaid spectacularly. Blackwell still
takes palpable pride in discovering how
far Marley’s fame spread.
“I was recently in a health retreat in
India, and I was getting a massage from
a Tibetan. He asked where I was from,
and I said Jamaica. He just said:
‘Jamaica? Bob Marley!’” Blackwell says.
“I can’t explain it, but it’s unbelievable
how his music has touched everywhere
in the world, even in places with totally
different cultures and languages.”
Despite the astonishing success he
enjoyed with Marley, both as producer
and record company boss, Blackwell
characteristically insisted on staying
out of the spotlight. “On the first or
second time we met, I told him that we
would never have our picture taken
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together. There really is only one
picture that people have ever seen,
which a girlfriend of mine took after
we’d flown back from Brazil.”
In 1976 Blackwell bought Goldeneye,
the estate in the small Jamaican town
of Oracabessa where Ian Fleming lived
and wrote his James Bond novels. After
selling Island Records, it became the
launchpad for Island Outpost, a group
of exclusive boutique hotels.
His next entrepreneurial venture was
the very first to carry his name:
Blackwell Rum, launched a decade ago.
“I really wasn’t sure about doing it at
first, because I promote other people.
But I agreed to do it as long as it was
made by Wray & Nephew, the company
that my grandfather originally owned.
So it has a story in the sense that I was
rooted in this.”
Inevitably, even the rum arrived into
the world with a sprinkling of some
serendipitous stardust. “As I was tasting
the samples, Grace Jones walked into
my little bar with three other girls,”
Blackwell remembers. “And they all
picked the same one. As you can
imagine, it’s impossible to argue with
Grace,” he laughs, as he pours out
a couple of generous measures, “so
I went with her choice.”
blackwellrum.com

HARD

In March this year, former Royal Marine
Lee Spencer smashed the world record for
able-bodied solo rowing across the Atlantic,
despite having lost his right leg in an accident.
Here he describes how he dreamed of liver
and bacon as he battled the waves...

Y

ou travel backwards when
you are rowing. The sea
was racing, the waves
pushing me westwards,
when a black wall of water
somewhere between 40 and 50 feet high
engulfed the horizon behind me. It was
coming my way – and fast – with white
crests forming at its peak. I was staring
straight at it, into the abyss.
The expletives that came to mind are
unprintable. I knew that waves like this
come in threes, the second bigger than
the first and the third bigger than the
second. I braced myself, remembering
that as long as I kept my craft, Hope,
at 90 degrees to the waves, I could ride
them. In theory! But my faith in theory

was fast diminishing as the last swell
rose up and bore down.
The belly of the wave pitchforked
Hope down into its trough and I felt a
backward somersault coming on. I was
at an angle of more than 45 degrees, and
my feet were far above my head. Then
the wave engulfed the boat. I did not
somersault, however, and emerged with
oars still lashed to the stanchions, me
still in place, and spare sculls still
bolted to the deck.
That, thank goodness, came near the
end. The sea was dangerous for much of
the crossing, with heavy easterly swells,
great for breaking Atlantic records but
lousy if you’re scared of waves. And
none too good if you want to prepare
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a three-course dinner with wine. (More
of that later.) The middle section, where
I sat with the blades, was only a foot
above the water, which is ideal for
rowing, but means you are continually
soaked from both sides and the front.
One of the biggest chores was dealing
with the salt. You have to wipe yourself
down every four hours with wet wipes
to save your skin from cracking.
Hope is 7.5 metres long, flatbottomed and will surf down waves,
reaching up to 20 knots, though the
fastest speed I clocked was 15.2 knots
on a day when I covered 87 miles.

F

irst rule of solo navigation: Man
and boat must not part company.
So I clipped my rigger’s belt to the
deck, only taking it off in the cabin,
where I retreated after two hours of
rowing, rarely resting for more than an
hour. You can never really sleep because
you have to be vigilant at all times, so
deep exhaustion as well as fear crept in.
I served 24 years in the Marines, with
three tours of Afghanistan, and was a
volunteer for special undercover duties
for the last eight years. But I was always
part of a team, and that is comforting no

G E TT Y

CROSSING

ENDURANCE

went swimmingly until the solarpowered navigational equipment
shorted after becoming waterlogged. As
I was trying to repair it I felt an urgent
call of nature, which was the onset of
gastroenteritis. I had to navigate 600
miles to Gran Canaria using a chart,
a hand-held GPS and a compass. Not
easy when having to relieve myself over
the side every few minutes. A pack of
food must have got contaminated.
I lost five days in the Canaries getting
the navigation fixed, knowing that a
Dutch rower, Ralph Tuijn, was setting
out from Portugal for a world record
attempt. I set off at a furious pace and
hit “the wall” after six weeks. One
minute I was fine and the next I had no
energy. The last three weeks were the
hardest of my life, physically and
mentally. Thank heaven for the sat
phone. Talking to my wife Claire, and
to my friend, Leven Brown, the rower
and adventurer, was great. Tuijn quit
when he reached the Canaries.

Military rationpacks of wet food
soon acquired
Michelin status
matter how hairy the circumstances.
Here, in the wide-open hostile ocean,
you are utterly alone, and weather is the
mother of all enemies.
Food was part of my coping strategy.
I’d listen to podcasts and music while
preparing meals in my head. I rationed
6,000 calories a day for 90 days, but was
burning 8,000 to 12,000. Just as well
that I had set off fat, fit and strong
because I finished three stone lighter
and weak as a kitten!
Breakfast was typically freeze-dried
porridge and fruit or granola. Lunch
would also be freeze-dried delights,
such as potatoes, peppers and scrambled
eggs. For a treat, I added chorizo to the
mix on Wednesdays and Saturdays,
which were also when I changed my
underwear. These twice-weekly treat
days were great morale boosters.

A
Daytime was punctuated with snack
packs of sweets, protein bars and
biltong. The evening meal might be
a carbonara, cooked on a jetboil stove.
This was one of the more dangerous
procedures, as one cup of scalding water
would have spelled the end of the
whole thing. My rations were like posh
Pot Noodle, and they were jolly good in
their way, but after a while you do start
to think about the real thing.
Curiously, I started fantasising about
liver and bacon, which in reality is not
my favourite meal. I became so obsessed
that back in London I went to Langan’s
Brasserie to scratch the itch. It was bliss.
My “wine cellar” comprised a bottle
of whisky, which I never touched for
fear of losing concentration. But the
military ration-packs of wet food, soon
acquired Michelin-star status, as did
a stash of oranges and tinned fruit.
Having one leg means that I was very
unstable walking about the boat, so I
had to shuffle about on my bottom.
Also, about 70 per cent of the power
generated from rowing comes from the
legs, so I had to compensate with my
upper body.
The first five days out of Portugal
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t one point I was followed by
a sperm whale and her calf.
They came right up to the boat,
then dived underneath me. I could have
touched them. There were jumping
dorado, turtles, a huge 20-metre whale,
and I was frequently trailed by sharks.
If I’d been quicker, I could have eaten
the flying fish that whacked my head.
In 2015 I rowed the Atlantic with
three other disabled former servicemen.
We only had three legs between us. That
helped me come to terms with the
amputation. I realised that I was still the
same person I was before the accident,
which happened when I went to the aid
of someone who had crashed on the M3.
I was hit by flying debris when another
car hit the one blocking the fast lane.
As a man who had defined himself
through physicality, the accident was
devastating, but I found myself and am
ready for another challenge. Maybe
kayaking the Amazon?
Lee “The Rowing Marine” Spencer
completed his voyage in 60 days on
11 March 2019, smashing the 2002
world record by 36 days. He is the first
disabled person to cross the Atlantic
unsupported. He has raised £90,000 for
The Endeavour Fund and the Royal
Marines Charity. Support him at uk.
virginmoneygiving.com/LeeJSpencer.

NAU T IC A L L IFE

The 69ft 675 sailing
yacht from Oyster
Yachts. Top: Oyster’s
new 595 yacht passes
under Tower Bridge.
Opposite: The
groundbreaking R35
from Princess, from
£500,000
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MAKING

WAVES
Simon de Burton tracks down the finest exponents of the
great British art of boat building, from dinghies to superyachts

I

t only takes the first few chapters
of Jerome K. Jerome’s Three Men
in a Boat to bring out unfathomable
nautical desires in even the most
level-headed of Brits.
We dream of hazy days drifting along
the Thames, the Avon or the Cam in
a perfectly maintained craft as the less
fortunate watch enviously from the
river bank; we imagine ourselves
traversing the country via a complex
network of little-known waterways;
we picture long winter evenings spent
in boathouses, lovingly applying
varnish and burnishing brass fittings
in preparation for the forthcoming

season. In our minds, indecipherable
charts, rotting timbers, problematic
bilge pumps and rain-lashed afternoons
simply do not exist. And, as a result,
some of us buy boats.
Some of us even buy entire
shipyards, as in the case of gaming
software tycoon Richard Hadida, who
saved 46-year-old Oyster Yachts from
‘going under’ when he acquired it last
year from the administrators. The
turnaround has been so successful that
the Southampton firm recently
celebrated its first year of recovery by
sailing its new 565 model beneath
London’s Tower Bridge.
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Indeed, following a period in the
doldrums brought on by the financial
crash of 2008, Britain’s boat building
industry now appears to be riding the
crest of a wave.
For example, I was recently aboard
the thrilling, 60-knot Hawk 38, the
latest creation from Sunseeker
(£535,000 plus VAT to you, sir) that
harks back to the type of craft originally
built by the firm when it was founded
as Poole Powerboats in 1969 by Robert
Braithwaite – who, to the boating
world’s sorrow, died in March aged 76.
Nowadays, of course, Sunseeker is
best known for the type of large, white,
ocean-going cruisers that are often
referred to as ‘gin palaces’ by those who
don’t approve – but moneyed buyers
who care little about such disdain are
once again filling the firm’s order books,
as well as those of other British builders
such as Princess Yachts of Plymouth,
whose range-topping, 40 metre M-Class
superyacht could be in your berth for
as little as £15 million. Its smaller boats
are just as exciting. Indeed, readers may
well have spotted Princess’s latest
magnificently sleek launch, the R35, on
show in Cabot Square, outside Boisdale
of Canary Wharf, in June. Designed in
collaboration with Ben Ainslie Racing
Technologies and the legendary Italian
car designer Pininfarina, the R35 (from
£500,000) is more or less the supercar
of private speedboats, with a special
hydrodynamic foil system designed to

NAU T IC A L L IFE

dramatically reduce drag as you whizz
around your private island.
But if boatmaking of a more oldfashioned, understated style is your
thing, then read on, because traditional
wooden craft are being lovingly created
around the country in all shapes and
sizes by Britain’s burgeoning network of
classic boat builders. And, as Jerome K.
Jerome demonstrated, you don’t need to
go large to have nautical fun.
Indeed, for larking about on the river
Jerome-style, you need look no further
than the handsome little rowing boats
from Peter Freebody & Co, which has
been in business at its exquisite
boathouse in Hurley, Berkshire, for
more than 50 years. Electric canoes and
characterful saloon launches are also
made, but the Freebody flagship is the
fabulously elegant and commodious
Thames Slipper launch, the ‘slipper’
term relating to the boats’ sloping stern.
Using woods such as mahogany,
cedar and teak, the Freebody team crafts
each boat individually and can make
bespoke interiors to suit all tastes
(especially those tastes that appreciate

As Jerome K. Jerome
demonstrated,
you don’t need to
go large to have
nautical fun
the benefits of carrying plenty of wine
and a decent picnic on board).
Now run by the founder’s son,
Richard, the classic appearance of the
firm’s vessels, which start at around
£250,000 plus VAT, belies the fact
that they are powered by the latest,
eco-friendly electric motors and
can comfortably cruise for an entire
day on a single charge.

B

ut for those whose navigational
ambitions extend beyond Britain’s
inland waterways and who dream
of mixing their first G&T the very
second the sun crosses the yardarm,
only a truly seaworthy vessel will do.
Up at Lochgilphead in Argyllshire,
the husband and wife team of Adam
and Ros Way have spent more than 20

years restoring, upgrading and building
traditional wooden boats that range
from sailing skiffs to 50-foot blue water
cruising cutters that are capable of
taking entire families around the world.
Similarly, Ben Harris Boats of
Falmouth in Cornwall will knock up
a beautifully finished sailing dinghy
or full-sized, carvel-built yacht in order
to fulfil your nautical dreams. His
‘Auk’, for example, can be had in sizes
from seven-foot six inches to 10 foot
and is made using traditional, copper
riveted larch on oak construction for
strength, durability – and swimmingly
romantic Swallows and Amazons looks.
Indeed, Cornwall seems to be the
place to go for a hand-crafted vessel,
with one of the most renowned builders
being Dave Cockwell, whose
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The Thames Slipper,
built at Hurley in
Berkshire by Peter
Freebody & Co.
Bottom: a Shrimper
from Cornish Crabbers
starts at £20,000

Above: the Titian
Tender made by
Cockwells, priced at
£1m. Left: Ben Harris at
work in his Falmouth
workshop; below,
software entrepreneur
and saviour of Oyster
Yachts, Richard Hadida

eponymous boatyard at Mylor Creek
in Falmouth has become famous for its
Duchy motor launches that range from
the open, £35,000 21-foot day boat
to the elegant, £800,000 twin-engined
60 that’s capable of running at up to
24 knots in open seas.
Perhaps the boat that best
exemplifies Cockwell’s skills, however,
is the gorgeous, 10.5 metre Titian
Tender – a day boat that combines a
futuristic hull design with the best of
old-world craftsmanship.
With planking of rich Burmese teak
and copper-infused caulking to the
deck, the Titian Tender is as beautiful
as it is practical, with capacity for up to
a dozen people, a small galley and
fold-out table in the stern. There’s space
enough, in fact, for a couple to enjoy an

intimate overnight stay – assuming they
can raise the £1 million purchase price.
But for sailors on a less extravagant
budget, who want the old-school look
of a clinker-built boat (that’s one with
overlaid wooden planking) at an
affordable price and without the need
for careful hull maintenance, nothing
beats the tried and tested products
of Cornish Crabbers (from £20,000).
A range of GRP (glass reinforced
plastic) vessels are made at a yard in
Rock near Wadebridge, Cornwall. The
smaller 17-foot Shrimper open sail
boat starts from less than £20,000,
with the range rising to the 26-foot
Crabber at £114,950.
And if you’re looking for a last bit of
nautical inspiration, a summation of the
sailing bug from Oyster’s Richard Hadida
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should provide you with all the
encouragement you need.
“For me, sailing is both the ultimate
form of relaxation and the ultimate form
of adventure,” Hadida says.
“The moment my bare feet touch the
deck, all the troubles of the world fall
from my shoulders and I know that I
have everything I need to explore the
world’s oceans. What other activity
gives you that?”
oysteryachts.com
sunseeker.com
princessyachts.com
peterfreebody.com
aandrwayboatbuilding.co.uk
benharrisboats.co.uk
cockwells.co.uk
cornishcrabbers.co.uk

LUNCH
WITH

JOCK
WISHART

Award-winning sailor, polar explorer, trekker and rower Jock Wishart
is an adventurer of the old school. Ed Cumming heads to Boisdale of
Belgravia to trade tales over the table

Jock Wishart winning
2018 Commodores
Cup on board
“Adventurer” as
Captain of the
Celtic Team
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BOISDALE HERO

PAU L WY ET H

T

he first thing you notice
about Jock Wishart is that he
has the most extraordinary
hands. The skin on his
thick, muscular fingers is
mottled red and brown, and looks sore
– the legacy of a lifetime spent in baking
sunlight and salty seas, clutching oars
and ropes and rails and walking poles.
They are hands that have rowed the
Atlantic, circumnavigated the globe, and
been to the North Pole more times than
their owner can remember, twice in
record-breaking circumstances. When
we meet in the bar at Boisdale of
Belgravia one sunny afternoon, they are
already clutching a gin and tonic.
Decades of exposure to some of the
harshest elements on earth are at last
taking their toll. He points to the crown
of his head, where surgeons have
recently removed some cancerous cells.
“They took some off, but it’s a bit
more serious than we thought, so they
took even more off,” he says, matter-offactly. “I’m red-haired Norman Scottish,
and I’ve spent so long in the sun…”
“It’s a tax on the way you’ve lived?”
“Exactly.”
It’s not so much that they don’t make
them like Jock Wishart any more. It’s
more that the world has made it almost
impossible for Jock Wisharts to exist. A
rower, sailor, and trekker extraordinaire,
he has made a career of adventuring at
a time when challenges are harder and
harder to find. As recent photos of the
Everest traffic jam showed, there is no
shortage of tourists, but real adventurers
are harder to come by.
“I remember [the explorer] Sir David
Hempleman-Adams asked me to climb
Everest,” Wishart says. “Why would I
want to do that, when 28 people climb
it every day? I like to do things that are
different, or break a record. I’ve always
managed to find new things to do, but
except for the very deep sea or outer
space, most things have been done now.
But I’ve paid the mortgage doing what
I love, and enjoyed every minute of it.”
Wishart’s love of sports started when
he was growing up in Dumfries, part
of a family that can trace its lineage back
hundreds of years. His father ran a
garage, and his mother had served on
Mongomery’s staff during the war. “She
taught me that when you do something,
you give it 100 per cent,” he explains.
He had three younger brothers, the

youngest of whom, Alastair, had Down
Syndrome and died three years ago.
“He was six years younger than me. It
probably made me more compassionate,
and it also taught me to value every
day, and to make things work for you
because others aren’t so lucky.”
Although Wishart was a sporty
student, president of the Athletic Union
at Durham, as well as the Union Society
and boat club, he came late to
adventuring, although not to endurance
sports, having raced in the America’s
Cup in 1980. But since the Nineties, he
has achieved a remarkable number of
feats. In 1997 he rowed the Atlantic, and
then the following year broke the world
record for circumnavigation of the globe
in a powered vessel. His ‘Cable &
Wireless Adventurer’ completed the
journey in 74 days, beating a record
held by a nuclear-powered submarine.
His many trips to the top of the world
include a rowing expedition to the
magnetic North Pole, a feat he thinks
is unlikely to be repeated. He has also
explored South Georgia in the footsteps
of Ernest Shackleton, a boyhood hero.
“He had very big balls,” he says. “I like
to think that if I had been around I’d
have answered his famous ad [which
offered ‘small wages, bitter cold, long
months of complete darkness, constant
danger, safe return doubtful, honour and
recognition in case of success’].”
Wishart fits the archetype of the
compact, terrier-determined Scot, but he
is fine company, too, and hard months
at sea haven’t stopped him enjoying the
mid-season English asparagus, turbot
and more than a bottle of white wine
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that emerge from the Boisdale kitchen.
His 2011 North Pole expedition was
sponsored by Old Pulteney, and a
limited-edition Jock Wishart bottle sits
on the bar, from which two mandatory
drams are poured at the end of the meal.
He falls silent just once, remembering
a friend who was washed overboard
sailing outside Hong Kong. “He got
caught by the guy [rope] and was swept
out. By the time we had turned round
to get him he had drowned. I don’t think
about it much now. I try not to. You
can’t take any risks with the sea.”
There have been other terrors. On
his trip with Hempleman-Adams to the
North Pole, he woke up to the sound
of a large polar bear sniffing around his
tent. “I saw this paw resting on the
outside and I curled up into a ball,” he
recalls. “I have a higher comfort zone for
danger than a lot of people, but I try to
make sure I don’t get myself in positions
I can’t get out of. You have an objective
you want to achieve, but if part of that is
being in the territory of one of the most
dangerous predators in the world, you
have to be prepared to deal with it.”
He is of the preparation-preventspoor-performance school. “Nothing’s
impossible,” he says. “If you have a
dream and want it badly enough, you’ll
achieve it. Inside every ordinary person
is something extraordinary trying to get
out. If you never give up, in the end
you’ll get there.” He has no time for TV
‘adventurers’, like Ant Middleton or Ben
Fogle, whom he dismisses as “tourists”.

F

or his next project he is buying
a traditional Spanish rowing boat
called a trainera, in which he
hopes to set some records. He still rows,
skis and sails, and has recently taken up
shooting. “I’ve never been able to hit the
small ball, so I need something to do as
I get older,” he says. The price of his
peripatetic career is going away three
times a year with his wife, Debbie, and
he has close ties to Durham University
and sporting institutions such as the
London Scottish rugby team, as well as
having various charitable commitments.
He still has big plans, although he is
keeping them close to his chest. “It
requires technology that’s not quite
there yet, and if I told you I’d have to
kill you. If it comes off, or something
else comes up, then great. But if not,
that’s alright. I’ve done enough.”

Ea t

we ll

W ITH S IT W E L L

P IN C E R
M OV E M ENT

T

here is something
so glorious about
lobster that, unless
you’re horribly
spoilt, you tend to remember
the moments when you’ve
gobbled one up. Their appeal
comes from their very being,
of course. Ocean-floor
wandering creepy crawlies,
foolish enough to climb into
the lobster pot, dangerous
unless bound by humans,
quickly dispatched by a knife
plunged into the head, or
worse – boiled alive. Then,
miraculously changing colour
from deep purple to scarlet
and with a tremendous price
tag adding to the wonder.
What can be better than
a whole cooked lobster, sliced
in half with the flesh gleaming?
Chips on the side, maybe a

S H U TT E R S TO C K

Boisdale Life’s food and drinks editor
dreams of a summer in which lobsters
will be looming large on the menu
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dollop of mayonnaise, most
certainly a large glass of
chilled white wine; Muscadet
perhaps, or something
minerally from Austria.
All you need to do is
shamelessly don a napkin,
grab the tools and get stuck in.
My lobster greatest hits
include a few guzzled with
the chef Mark Hix in
Barbados at Lobster Alive –
a simple place, bare feet on
the sand, where they come
finished under the grill with
butter. Henry Harris cooked
one for me once at Racine,
the fabulous French bistro
he ran in South Kensington.
He added shallots, parsley,
garlic, butter, Pastis and
brandy to the mix and Lord,
were they good. In February
of this year we bought a load
down in Newlyn and ate
them by the sea in Mousehole
with oven chips and buckets
of white wine.
Try one at Boisdale in
a simple linguini or chargilled
whole with garlic, parsley and
chilli butter. Yum! Devour
some as you gobble up this
issue of Boisdale Life’s food
pages, which include the
glorious spectacle of Bill
Knott befuddled on a cricket
pitch, the victim of a dastardly
opposing team who stuffed
him with tea before he had to
bowl, and Mark Palmer
celebrating the 100th birthday
of the Negroni!

E AT WELL

food in a not-too-comfortable setting,
and not taking phone calls? I love it, not
because it is a French provocation for
tourists, but because of the purity of the
food; the truth in the taste of it. The
dishes are as close to their roots as they
can be, loved by generations, on a menu
that only changes with the seasons.

UNT WIST
TH E FOOD
CL A SSIC S

Rose Prince calls time on restaurant dishes served,
supposedly, ‘with a twist’ – particularly when their
true objective is to please the smartphone camera,
rather than our tastebuds

“Y
Rose Prince wants chefs
to go back to the roots
of cooking, rather than
obsess over novelty

ou’d never get away
with this in London.”
My friend and I are
sitting in a tiny
restaurant in Old Nice,
amazed by what we have just eaten. La
Merenda is a thirty-year-old restaurant,
seating no more than twenty at its small
tables, serving a short menu of local
Niçoise dishes: Tarte aux oignons de
Menton – a thin, yeast-based crust
spread with sweet, cooked onion; a dark
and glossy daube de boeuf; and panisse
– a pillow of fried polenta. It may not
sound remarkable, but the restaurant –
as I discover on repeated visits – is
packed for every sitting.
La Merenda does not take credit
cards, and several diners simply sign for
their food on account. They come, if not
every day, then many times each week.
It is closed at weekends, because the
chef likes to enjoy his own time. To
book you have to put your head round
the door and ask – and this ties in with
my friend’s point: Would such a place in
one of the great dining capitals survive
even for a week? Serving mainly brown
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fear that such food has become
irrelevant, or shortly will be; because
while a chef or restaurant’s reputation
was once spread through a critic’s word
of mouth, now the process happens
word of eye, so to speak. To be relevant,
a plate of food must be photogenic or
Instagrammable. Worse, the instinct is
to alter or ‘twist’ a recipe just to make
it interesting. I challenge you to watch
any TV cooking show, with the possible
exception of Rick Stein’s, and not hear
the dreaded words, “This is my twist
on…” From shepherd’s pie to tarte tatin,
osso buco to Eton mess, authentic
recipes are twisted every which way,
though very rarely made better. As a
technical art, cooking is rarely improved
by redesign. If a new model of a
motorcar did not work, no one would
want to drive it. But with food, it seems
interest is only sustained by novelty.
By now anyone who loves the heady
visualisation of food on social media or
television would be forgiven for judging
me a Luddite. Yet I have no problem
with the millions of food photographs
circulating on Instagram or Twitter. But
if you come, as I do, from a generation
who read about food, rather than just
looked at it, then protecting prototypical
food traditions – the roots of cooking the
world over – is important. The
cookbooks on my mother’s shelves
rarely had images. She cooked as told to
by writers whose research in the Fifties
and Sixties brought authentic European
provincial cooking to British readers.
Praise for Elizabeth David, Jane
Grigson, Marcella Hazan and Claudia
Roden might have become clichéd, but

Authentic recipes
are twisted
every which way,
though very rarely
made better

VIVA VINA CARMEN

Boisdale is thrilled to add Vina Carmen,
Chile’s oldest winer y, to its wine lists.
Here are the key bottles from one of the
standard bearers for South American
wine, founded all the way back in 1850.
Carmen Premier Fume Blanc 2017,
Leyda Valley, Chile
Light and bright in colour with the elegant
herbal aromas typical of Sauvignon Blanc,
and a mineral palate. Pair this with shellfish
or dishes with spinach or asparagus.
Carmen Gran Reserva Chardonnay
2016, Casablanca Valley, Chile
A ver y fine Chardonnay with aromas of
tropical fruits, oak, vanilla, and butter. A top
match for rich fish, light meats or haggis.

It may bring followers
by the bucketload,
but does that mean
it tastes good?

it cannot be underestimated what a
revolution these cookery writers led.
As a writer two generations on, I relied
on these books, too, and took more
guidance from their followers: Alice
Waters, Anna del Conte, and even the
great Eighties TV star, Keith Floyd.

H U M P H R EY M U L EB A , U N S P L A S H

D

el Conte is the ideal example
of a recipe writer who can make
you see the food in your mind
without any illustrations at all. She
proves that you can look back to find
novelty, not just invent for the hell of it.
Without her we would not have lemon
risotto, or pork cooked in milk; so
innovative then, but with roots in real
Italian food history. Her recipes were
essential to Rose Gray and Ruth Rogers’
River Café and a resurgence of rustic
regional Italian cooking. Jamie Oliver,
once a chef at the River Café, often
referred to the same influences and so it
went on. So when did ‘twisting’ begin?
When chefs and cooks stop reading the

classics, or at least admitting to it, their
recipes become about them.
“This is ‘my’ paella with a twist
– of tiger prawns [they’ve never been
near the Spanish coast] and sweet
potato [likewise].” You’ll find ‘my
focaccia’ ludicrously made with
Yorkshire rhubarb and sesame seeds;
‘my banana latte crème brulée’, and on
and on into a black hole of reinvention
riding on a stream of likes.
Novelty is good, but it has to evolve
with some form of improvement.
Nigel Slater and Yotam Ottolenghi do
this; hoards of Bake Off winners can’t.
Truly honest chefs will tell you they
struggle to create more than one
successful dish that is in all senses
their own, in their entire career.
In many ways La Merenda, with
items on a menu you can count on one
hand and pitch-perfect cooking, is also
an innovation, and not because it is
novel. Its difference lies in its naked
simplicity. No image is more dazzling.
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Carmen Premier Carmenere 2017,
Colchagua Valley, Chile
Fruity aromas with strong plum, cherr y,
and mulberr y notes and an edge of ripe
red and green pepper, as is so typical for
the variety. Barrel aging lends notes of
toast and smokiness.
Carmen Gran Reserva Cabernet
Sauvignon 2015, Maipo Valley, Chile
Complex aromas and flavours from
prolonged aging in barrels, giving notes
of vanilla, toast, a smoky edge and traces
of fruits. Great with steak and game.
Carmen Gran Reserva Carignan 2016,
Rapel Valley-Maule, Chile
Big and intense, this wine will warm you
up. Violet-ruby hued,it’s a complex, smokey
and luxurious match with grilled steak.
Carmen Gran Reserva Syrah 2014,
Colchagua Valley – Apalta, Chile
A highly expressive wine with layers of
flavours and aromas of dark fruit, leather,
dark chocolate and pepper. Drink with
game, lamb, beef or cheese.

OUT
FOR THE
COUNT’S
TIPPLE

As the Negroni celebrates its 100th
birthday, Mark Palmer goes in
search of the perfect version, from
the Italian Alps to St James’s. Just
don’t mention Martini Rosso…

S

ome anniversaries merit
more attention than others,
and rightly so. The 75th
anniversary of D-Day
Landings? I’ll raise a toast to
that, with my new Campari-based drink,
of which more later.
But some of us think this year’s
centenary of possibly the greatest
libation ever invented warrants public
recognition, ideally accompanied by
heated discussion about what exactly
goes into it, followed by poetic
references to its sublime colour and
texture and ending with the feeling that
all is well with this wretched world.
For it is indeed 100 years since Count
Camillo Negroni walked into Caffè
Casoni in Florence – now Caffè Giacosa
– and asked bartender Fosco Scarselli
to pour gin rather than soda water into
his Americano, the drink beloved by
Americans at the time, which comprised
Campari, red vermouth and soda.
Signor Scarselli added a wedge of
orange to distinguish it from the lemon
garnish in an Americano: The Negroni
was born. Equal measures of Campari,
gin and vermouth – a ménage à trois,
a three-part harmony, a Holy Trinity.
So popular was the concoction that
the count and his family founded the
Negroni Distilleria in Treviso and
produced a ready-made version of the
drink, Antico Negroni, in 1919. The
word is that the count – who was 51 at

the moment of his finest hour – drank
30 Negronis a day. He died at 65.
What a legacy, even though some
members of the Negroni family claim
there is no record of a Camillo Negroni
in their family genealogy.
Never mind the origins; today, purists
– and I claim to be one of them – find
the whole modern Negroni experience
as bitter-sweet as the drink itself. Yes,
the beauty of it is the equal measures –
egalitarianism on the rocks – but so
many betrayals have been poured into
the glass. The biggest of these is Martini
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Rosso, which invariably stands next to
the Campari on a bar shelf, when truly it
has no place in such exalted company.
Martini Rosso may taste like
vermouth but it is not vermouth. It is
a cheap imposter that over the years
has gate-crashed so many parties that
everyone thinks it belongs.
Certainly Valentina Bianco would
never allow it in her bar, La Bouche, in
Courmayeur in Italy’s Aosta Valley –
and Valentina happens to be one of the
world’s great Negroni experts. She’s
only 33 but has already won countless

DRINK UP

IMAG ES C O URT ES Y O F L A BO U C H E

Clockwise from far left,
award-winning bar owner,
Valentina Bianco; her bar,
La Bouche, in Courmayeur;
the perfect Negroni; popular
Vermouth staples.
Below, Negroni-maker
extraordinaire Alessandro
Palazzi of Dukes Hotel

awards for her knowledge about the
King of Cocktails. “For me, a true
vermouth must come from Torino – and
that’s why I have about 40 of them from
which to choose,” she says. “Many of
them tell their own stories and you can
sense that from the beautiful labels.”
Some names will be familiar: Punt e
Mes; Riserva Carlo Alberto; Del
Professore Classico; Cinzano 1757.
Others not: Ricetta Belle Epoque,
Ricetto Coloniale, Oscar 697.
Vermouth is aromatised, fortified
wine, flavoured with herbs, which must
be no less than 15% alcohol by volume.
The European definition stipulates that
the wine used to prepare vermouth must
be present in the finished product in
a proportion not less than 75%.
The name vermouth comes from the
Old German word for wormwood,
wermut. Wormwood can be toxic in
large amounts, but in small doses has
traditionally been used to treat parasites
– and, famously, flavour absinthe. In
addition to healing the gut, it is also

used to stimulate the stomach. I could
go on – and I think I will.
Vermouth’s invention is attributed to
Antonio Benedetto Carpano, a herbalist
from Turin, who in 1786 combined
herbs with muscatel and sent a crate to
King Vittorio Amedeo III. The king
made it the drink of the royal
household. So there’s a grand pedigree
there for any snobs loitering at the bar.
In 1820, Giuseppe Bernardino Carpano,
Antonio’s nephew, made the business
official and expanded it until brothers
Luigi and Ottavio, third-generation
Carpanos, founded a factory in 1898
to handle increased demand.
As it happens, my friend Richard and
I are writing a book about the Negroni.
Which is why, while I probe Valentina
about her favourite vermouth (“probably
Bordiga, but they are like children to me
so it is hard to pick just one”), Richard
wants to know what comes immediately
to mind when she thinks of a Negroni.”
Being with my boyfriend or with close
friends in a happy place. Carefree,
tolerant of others,” she replies.
Of course there’s a juicy twist of
intrigue, because no one knows what
goes into Campari. No ingredients are
listed on the bottle and the Campari
website merely says it’s “an alcoholic
spirit obtained from the infusion of
bitter herbs, aromatic plants and fruit
in alcohol and water”. Which isn’t very
helpful. There are meant to be three
people in the world who know the exact
recipe, but no one has been told who
those three are.
The secret has paid off. It is not so
much a case of Campari dominating the
market as Campari being the sole trader.
Aperol could be considered a young
pretender, but the boardroom at
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Its beauty lies in
the equal measures
– egalitarianism
on the rocks...
Campari Towers in Milan can hardly be
shaking with fear.
The best sort of gin for a Negroni?
There are no rules, but it has to be a
straightforward London Dry rather than
a mish-mash of pungent botanicals
stuffed into a trendy bottle. Perhaps
Plymouth, Tanqueray or good old
Gordon’s would do, but my first choice
is Foxdenton 48, a high-strength gin
produced by a family business in
Buckingham. Foxdenton’s mother’s ruin
somehow doesn’t dominate the juniper
and dances happily with the Campari.

B

ack in London, Richard and I
fetch up at Duke’s, off St James’s
Street, where a young bartender
(I hate the word “mixologist”) called
Maria tries to woo us with various
Negroni spin-offs, including one called
The Count, which has a dash or two of
Ardberg single malt and Dom
Bénédectine liqueur in it. Nice try. But
we return quickly to the classic, one of
which features Antica Formula
vermouth, a popular fancy-pants but far
too herby for me.
Allesandro, Duke’s legendary
barman, who always sports an
immaculate white jacket, joins us. He
says the Negroni suddenly has become
popular with young people and is
experiencing some sort of a renaissance.
So we hop over the road to Franco’s in
Jermyn Street, part of the Wilton’s
group, and celebrate with another
Negroni classic, which is not quite a
classic because they use Martini Rosso
rather than proper vermouth.
Which brings me to my own “not
quite a classic” but one that I submit
humbly for when you need that Campari
fix but have a long evening ahead. Go
with equal measures of Campari and
London Dry Gin over plenty of ice and
add tonic. I love it; Richard doesn’t. But
it makes for a happy debate during this
unheralded but hugely important
centenary year. Even though it may not
actually be the 100th anniversary at all.

E AT WELL

HOWZAT FOR
HO SP I TA LITY!

Staunch medium-pacer Bill Knott recalls
a time when cricket’s hallowed tea break
took on a devious tactical hue
Illustration Wesley Merritt

T

his is a vintage year for
cricket. Not only are we
in the middle of the World
Cup, but England are
narrow favourites to regain
that precious urn that Australia took
from them in the Ashes in 2018.
Cricket is the only sport civilised
enough to be structured around meal
breaks – lunch and tea, to be specific.
The lunch served to the players in the
Lord’s Pavilion used to be cooked by
a small, fierce Irishwoman called
Nancy Doyle, who had the Herculean
task of keeping Mike Gatting’s plate
full. England captain Mike Brearley
once complained that she overfed his
players. She jabbed him in the chest
with a sharp finger and said, “If you
don’t tell me how to bloody cook,
I won’t tell you how to bloody bat.”
Nancy’s legendary roasts and stews
have gone the way of all flesh, sadly.
Players now have personal nutritionists
and tailored diet sheets, something
unimaginable even a generation ago.
Harold Larwood – one of England’s
greatest fast bowlers of the Thirties,
renowned for his “bodyline” style –
would warm up for bowling with a few
pints of beer; more recently, Aussie
legend Shane Warne regularly terrorised
England’s batsmen on a diet of toasted
cheese sandwiches and cigarettes.
Happily, the amateur game still puts
on a good spread, and nowhere more
so than in Devon’s village cricket clubs.
I used to tour there every year with a
London pub team, and the teas laid on
by the local womenfolk were superb.
Our most keenly contested match of
the Devon tour was always against Clyst
Hydon, a team who, after years of
renting a pitch, finally scraped together
enough money to buy their own ground
and build a pavilion. Our first match at

their new home was
memorable, in particular
for The Curious Affair of
the Clyst Hydon Tea Rota.
I was captaining our side
for the first time, my
presence relying less on
my trundling mediumpace bowling and utterly
hapless batting than on
my ability to keep the
scorebook and throw a
reasonably straight dart after
a few pints. Captaincy was far
above my pay grade. I threw myself in
to the task, up much of the night before
changing bowlers and setting fields.
The new pavilion was a thing of
beauty. The bar held a firkin of beer on
wooden chocks; trestle tables creaked
under the weight of a gargantuan
spread, protected by damp tea towels.
We batted fi rst, and posted a decent
total, declaring, as is the custom, at
teatime. The Clyst Hydon tea was the
highlight of the tour, but that year’s
spread was even more lavish than
usual. Their captain explained that
there had been a mix-up in the tea rota,
with the result that every woman in
the village had baked a cake or a plate
of scones. I thought nothing of it,
happily chomping on thick-cut ham
sandwiches, slathered with mustard;
toying with crumbly, rich fruitcake and
scones topped with clotted cream and
strawberry jam (in that order – we were

Our demon fast
bowler was reduced
to the pace of a
snail by beer & cake
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in Devon, not Cornwall), all washed
down with a pint or two of Otter Ale.
Had I been more vigilant, I would
have noticed that our opponents,
generous to a fault in handing out cakes
and pulling pints, were far more
abstemious than our lads; sipping tea,
nibbling on cucumber sandwiches.

A

s I later discovered, it was all a
fiendish ruse: Fill the other side
up with beer, sandwiches and
cake, and wait for the results.
The inevitable happened. None of
my carefully-laid plans for victory
stood a chance. Our demon fast bowler
was reduced to the pace of a snail, his
athletic frame wrestling unsuccessfully
with beer and cake; meanwhile, our
catastrophically arthritic fielders
lumbered about like bears. Clyst Hydon
won at a canter, our sole success being a
freak run-out, the ball rebounding from
short legs’ distended stomach onto the
stumps. We were utterly humiliated.
Appalling greed and skulduggery
may have cost us the match, but nobody
seemed to mind. Everything in
moderation. Including moderation.
Food writer Bill Knott is the restaurant
critic of the FT’s ‘How To Spend It’,
known as ‘The Gannet’

THE NEW LOOK
SPITFIRE INSPIRED
BY THE ICONIC AIRCRAFT
D E E P A MB E R

Toffee & Spice aromas

HOPPY, BALANCED FINISH
Crystal & Ale Malts

Kentish Hops

THE BOTTLE OF BRITAIN

www.spitfireale.co.uk
/spitfireale

I
FROM INNINGS
TO TANNINS

Sir Ian Botham, England’s greatest cricket
all-rounder, tells Joe Fattorini why he’s
leaving the pitch to concentrate on his
other passion – wine producing. And of
course, the ’81 vintage is pretty special…
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an Botham never had a business
card. “I’ve never needed one,” he
tells me, reaching into his pocket.
“But it felt great when I was sent
these”. He hands it over: “Sir Ian
Botham, Winemaker”.
He may be a cricket legend, the
world’s greatest living all-rounder,
charity fundraiser, and respected
commentator, but these days he wants
you to know that he makes wine.
The love affair started when Botham
became a professional cricketer. “I was
introduced to wine by John Arlott, when
I was about 16, at Somerset. John was
reporting on the game from this rickety
commentary box. Because I was the new
kid in the club, and I wasn’t playing, the
secretary asked me to take Mr Arlott’s
basket up to him. When I got there, John
asked me to open it and take everything
out. There were bottles of wine,
including a Beaujolais Nouveau.”
It was the beginning not only of
a love of wine (“A passion,” says Ian)
but something Botham shared with
Arlott. “That day John told me all about
how Beaujolais Nouveau was very short
lived. And about the Beaujolais run into
London. That was my first introduction
to wine. A few days later we were on the
same train up to London and we got
talking again.” And they never stopped.
Arlott introduced Botham to French
wine, and Botham returned the favour
by introducing Arlott to Australian
wine. Not always to Arlott’s delight. “He
was very set in his ways,” Botham says.
Botham certainly had plenty of
chances to learn about Australian wine
as a cricketer. “I was talking to Bob
Willis recently and we agreed we played
Test cricket in the right era. In our day,
we’d play Thursday, Friday and
Saturday and then go out to have a
decent drink on a Saturday night. A few
of us would recover on Sunday and visit
wineries and then come back to play the
final two days on Monday and Tuesday.”
Australia was where Botham’s love
of wine took flight and it’s where he
spends six months of the year today.
It was natural that it would be where
Sir Ian Botham Wines was born. He’s
quick to distance himself from the idea
of a “celebrity wine… where someone
just puts their name on the side of
something they’ve bottled from a tank
that nobody else wanted”. To make his
range, he’s collaborated with some of

WINE

G ET T Y IM AG E S

This page and opposite: A
vintage celebrating Botham’s
legendary victories in the
1981 Ashes series; (top)
Botham first learned about
Australian wines on frequent
trips to the continent in the
1980s with the England team;
Botham introduces his wines
to friends at Lord’s

Australia’s most celebrated winemakers,
many whom he’s known for years. They
include Geoff Merrill, who has worked
with him to blend an intense and
focussed Cabernet Sauvignon from the
Barossa Valley for one of his top-tier
‘Sir Ian Botham’ wines. Botham also has
a range of regional specialities under his
‘Series’ label, and critically-acclaimed
entry-level wines under the ‘AllRounder’ label.
Each has been a true partnership.
Botham met Marty Edwards of The Lane
Vineyard in a hotel lobby in Adelaide,
where Marty was armed with three
different barrel samples for him to try.
The first two weren’t right at all. “But he
did that deliberately, because the third
was absolutely delicious,” Botham
remembers. Even so, while it was
delicious, it was not quite right. “So I

Botham had plenty
of chances to learn
about Australian
wine as a cricketer
told him I thought it needed another
six months in the barrel. You know, to
round it out, make it a bit broader. More
like the style of Chardonnay I like to
drink.” This was a bold request.
Marty Edwards isn’t just an awardwinning winemaker in his own right,
famed for a linear, focussed style of
wine. His first career was in the
Australian Special Boat Service. “If I’d
known I was talking to a former member
of the Special Forces, I might not have
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been so determined,” Botham laughs.
But Botham was right. This year the
Chardonnay was placed in the definitive
Top 100 Australian Wines List by
leading critic and Australia expert,
Matthew Jukes.
It’s a pugnacious, determined
confidence familiar to anyone who
followed Botham’s first career in cricket.
Or his second career as a commentator.
He remains one of the greatest allrounders of all time, with 5,200 Test
Match runs and 383 Test wickets. His
Botham Series wines recall those Tests,
particularly the ’81 (Shiraz) where he
was Man of the Series, scored 399 runs,
took 34 wickets, held 12 catches and
captained only the second side in
history to recover from following on to
win a Test (with bookmakers offering
odds of 500/1 against them), eventually
recovering The Ashes.
He’s still an uncompromising voice
in cricket. At a recent wine event hosted
at the Australian High Commission in
London, Botham pulled no punches
about the return to the game of Steve
Smith and Dave Warner at this year’s
World Cup after using sandpaper on the
ball. “I hate cheating, and that’s what
they did. They cheated”
On stage, Botham cheerfully answers
all the cricket questions. Yet off stage
one of his friends says, “He’ll always
answer the questions, but I know he gets
a bit frustrated. He just wants to talk
about wine these days. It’s his passion.
He’ll talk about the cricket. But he
always wants to bring it back to wine.”
Soon he’ll have his chance. Botham
points out that this Ashes Series will be
his “last involvement in cricket
commentating”. And now it’s not just
him, as winemaking is a family
business. At the BBC Good Food Show
last year, a visitor came up to the Sir Ian
Botham Wines stand and asked the rep
if Ian was “really involved, or just put
his names on the wine?” “Oh I can
assure you my husband is very much
involved,” replied the rep, Lady (Kath)
Botham. “But if you have any technical
questions, you might have to ask my
daughter,”, motioning to Sara. “She’s
more of an expert there”. The last time
we meet, Sara and her (wine merchant)
husband Darren have just had their baby
Arthur. It’s possible Arthur will grow up
talking about his “winemaker grandad…
Sir Ian Botham”.

DRINK WELL

ROSÉ APERITIVO
INGREDIENTS

• 25ml Campari
• 25ml Cointreau
• 50ml hand-squeezed orange
juice
• 50ml sparkling rosé wine
• Basil sprig to garnish
METHOD

COCKTAILS WITH ALICE LASCELLES

RO S É APERITIVO

Boisdale Life’s resident drinks expert and fêted columnist
concocts a refreshing, aromatic recipe with uplifting sparkle
that plays to the bittersweet sophistication of Campari

W

hen I was
a student at
Cambridge,
I had a beastly
tutor who liked to flounce
around drinking Campari
sodas while he skewered our
translations of Flaubert. As
a result, I developed an
intense hatred for Campari
that lasted well into my
twenties. These days though,
I can’t get enough of it –
there’s something about that
medicinal, bittersweetness
that’s utterly addictive. So
I’m always looking for new
ways to get this carmine-red
liqueur into a drink.
This particular recipe is
a mash-up of several of my
favourite Italian aperitivi.
Part-spritz, part-sour, it’s
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perfect for sipping in the
garden on a long summer’s
evening. I’ve given the
quantities for one, but if
you’re more than two I’d
recommend making a jugful
– it goes down mighty easy.
I was going to say this
recipe is a great way of using
up leftover sparkling wine.
But who, in all honesty, finds
themselves troubled by
surplus sparkling wine on a
regular basis? Here I’ve used
rosé champagne, but any sort
of dry-ish sparkling wine (or
white fizz, or prosecco, for
that matter) will do. The first
time I made this recipe I
actually used the rosé
sparkling wine by Hampshire
winery Hattingley Valley.
I know it’s a faff, but
I would implore you to
squeeze the orange by hand
– you get a much softer,
sweeter flavour. And don’t
skip the basil sprig – it makes
the drink. Just give it a gentle
clap between your palms
before you put it into the
glass, to release the scent.

JA MI E L AU

Shake first three ingredients
with ice, strain over ice, top
with champagne and serve. Or
make a big jugful and just charge
well with ice to dilute it a little.

Single Estate Spirits
Distilled from the finest Horatio wheat
grown on the Ramsbury estate. Handcrafted
from field to bottle in the heart of Wiltshire.

www.ramsburyestates.co.uk
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Bremont's watch for the
Jaguar D-Type, shoes
for the summer and a
humidor for your tea

Paddy Renouf discovers
the mysterious aromatic
power of agarwood,
also known as oud

Glen Collins picks out
the cigars to enjoy out
on deck this summer

Robin Swithinbank gets
the attention of Arizona's
Highway Patrol at the
wheel of a new McLaren
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A RIGHT
CARRY ON
Inside the Scottish studio reviving the old
art of hand-made, bespoke travel trunks
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Craft

T

here is something
inescapably romantic about
the idea of an old-fashioned
travel trunk. They conjure
up an EM Forster-ish world
of porters hauling them up gangplanks,
and absurdly overloaded and top-heavy
old motorcars rattling through the dust
in far-flung colonial outposts. Or
indeed, for some of us, a remembrance
of boarding-school days, wherein
beaten-up trunks and tuck-boxes, often
handed on from previous generations,
found inevitable other uses as bedsit
coffee tables and seating. They are no
longer required kit, I’m told, and that
means, in the most part, that the trunk
has passed well and truly into the
world of the antique. Indeed, in the
Bentley’s antiques shop on Pimlico
Road – a stone’s throw from Boisdale of
Belgravia – you’ll find beautifully-made
vintage examples from the likes of
Louis Vuitton, Goyard and Moynat,
luxury marques that were first
established as the most celebrated
makers of bespoke trunks.
Unlikely as it may seem, however,
there’s a new name to add to that
tradition, based not in the ateliers of
Paris, but in a forest a few miles outside
Edinburgh. Method Studio, founded by
master cabinetmaker Callum Robinson
and his wife Marisa Giannasi, a
designer and former architect, occupies
a picturesque former sawmill in the
Bathgate Hills. Here, surrounded by
citrus spruce forests planted a century
ago, the couple and their small team
have spent the past few years producing
all manner of elegant, minutelyhandmade artefacts: furniture, cabinets,
drinks cases, watch boxes and other
objets, most of it bespoke, and mostly
using local, storm-blown timber. As
well as private projects, these have

Travelling to the
rural workshop to
see how they are
made is part of the
bespoke experience

THE ART
OF TRAVEL
In a forest workshop outside Edinburgh,
Timothy Barber discovers an extraordinary
revival in the art of bespoke trunkmaking

included commissions for the likes of Burberry, Jaguar,
Bentley and Vacheron Constantin, much of it inspired by the
style and feel of old-fashioned, portable cabinets and trunks.
The couple has now founded a studio within a studio,
Method Trunk Works, dedicated to producing ten fully
bespoke, hand-made trunks per year. And these are not the
kinds of luggage pieces set to end up as shabby-chic coffee
tables any time soon: Involving an estimated 300 hours of
handwork to produce a single piece, they’re scaled to fit in
the luggage bay of a private jet or be hauled up the jetty to
a superyacht. Prices start at £26,500, while the flagship trunk,
the Grand Tourer, comes in at £38,000. Rippling with
gleaming Scottish leather and oiled oak, it’s loaded with
drop-down drawers, removable accessories cases, and a
hanging rail with hand-shaped oak hangers for suits.
As the ultimate accessory to travel, for those for whom
baggage carousels and the boot space of
an airport Addison Lee are not a going
concern, it takes some beating.
“It quivers with the amount of effort
and care that goes into it,” says
Robinson, the son of a master
woodcarver, with whom he learned his
craft before establishing his business.
“Other trunks are just frames and
leather, but with our cabinetmaking
background we can incorporate that
fine artisanal work and sense of detail,
which add so much that’s truly special.”
Included in the production of
Method Studio’s bespoke trunks is the
opportunity to travel to the rural
workshop to see how they are made –
as Robinson points out, at this level,
the journey is as much a part of the
experience as the finished product.
For those fired up by such artistry
but on smaller budgets, I’d recommend
a stop-off at the charming little Method
Studio shop, M74, in the nearby
historic village of Linlithgow. Here,
Method Studio’s M74 shop
in the village of Linlithgow
furniture and artefacts as exquisitely
made as they’re ingeniously conceived
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Clockwise from below left:
the Grand Tourer trunk;
woodwork in the studio;
the trunk open, with
drawers, cases and hangers;
Callum Robinson and
Marisa Gianasi; a bespoke
cabinet made for Johnnie
Walker’s master blender

are on show in elegant surrounds.
“We’re trying to be as sustainable,
responsible and as local as we can be,”
Robinson says. “That’s important if
you’re also producing things that are as
luxurious, ostentatious and as privileged
as some of the things we’re making. We
have to be humble about it.”
As rooted in home and the Scottish
landscape as their work is, it’s travel
that remains the principle inspiration
for a couple who are as fanatical about
their own luggage when on tour.
“It’s usually considerably more
expensive than what’s in it – we’re
obsessive about it,” Robinson says. On
which note, he has a tip for the truly
dedicated traveller. “What you’re really
looking for is for the guys at security to
compliment your luggage. They see so
much of it, if they think it’s cool, you
know you’re doing something right.”
A £26,000 trunk ought to do that.

TRAVEL: SPLENDID SPACES
This summer, pick a villa in
one of these elegant resorts

Anantara Quy Nohn, Vietnam
Enjoy the lap of luxury in south
Vietnam’s Binh Dinh province, located on
a stretch of pristine coastline scattered
with fishing villages and ancient Champa
towers. One- and two-bedroom villas
include private pools and butler service.
From £295 per night at anantara.com.

Four Seasons Fairways, Quinta
do Lago, Portugal

GRA EM E H U NT ER , B E NE D IC T R ED G ROVE , A BB I E AT T

Amid the stunning golf courses of the
Algarve, Four Seasons Fairways consists
of 132 magnificently-appointed colonialstyle villas, a slew of which have just
been upgraded in line with a new
€2 million Clubhouse. From £2,410 for
seven nights at fourseasonsfairways.com.

Samujana, Koh Samui, Thailand
In the paradise of Koh Samui, Samujana
combines magnificent architecture,
beautiful sea views and spectacular
service. The huge villas of three to eight
bedrooms are perfect for family
gatherings, special occasions and
celebrations. For prices and availability,
visit samujana.com.

PURSUITS

Luxury

BOISDALE APPROVES
A foray into the finer things

ENGLISH HEART,
RUBBER SOLE
Celebrating its 140th birthday this
year, English shoemaker Crockett
& Jones has a spring in its step this
season with the launch of a new
collection with soles in natural
crepe, the purest form of latex
rubber. Linings are removed to
ensure breathability and flexibility
in the warmer months, while the
blue Rebello suede of the Cranleigh
Chelsea boot (above) is the very
essence of a stylish summer in the
capital. £385, crockettandjones.com

D-TYPE’S TIMELY RETURN

W

hat’s the most beautiful car Jaguar ever
made? For most people it’s the E-Type,
but for racing aficionados its curvaceous
mid-century predecessor, the D-Type – winner at
Le Mans in 1955, ’56 and ’57, might just pip it to the
post. And it’s back: Only 75 of an intended 100 were
made, but Jaguar recently put it back into production
to complete the run – priced at a bit over £1 million.
A little more affordable is the handsome watch now
made by UK maker Bremont to mark the D-Type’s
return. The strap and speedometer-inspired dial are
in the colours of Ecurie Ecosse, Scotland’s legendary
private racing team that won the 1956 Le Mans with
a D-Type, while the leather packaging for each watch
is exclusively signed by Ian Callum, Jaguar’s
renowned design director and proud Scot himself.
£5,495, bremont.com

FOR THE ULTIMATE CUPPA

Boisdale reader s well-ver sed in cigar stor age can now apply
the same science to their tea. That’s the proposition from
London-based Lotusier, creator of a r ange of minutely cr afted
cabinets, cased in sycamore with marquetr y decor ations in a
var iety of styles, designed to look after your favour ite cha. An
ar r ay of cr ystal container s (handblown in Venice , natur ally)
have lids doubling as hygrometer s to monitor humidity, and
maintain freshness and flavour. With an inter national patent
on the design, an accessibly-pr iced tin humidor is set to
launch this summer. From £9,500, lotusier.com
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PIANO POWER

There’s no point owning a piano the
price of a large house if you don’t
play it, right? Wrong. Boisdale Life
was in Paris recently for the launch
of the Steinway Black Diamond, a
Joanna not only co-designed by
piano superstar Lang Lang, but able
to bring his playing right into your
sitting room. A full-service concert
grand, it has ‘Spirio/r’ technology
that records every nuance of a live
performance and then plays it back
exactly – with regular new
performances on download. Who
needs talent? Steinway.com

Forover 55 years,
we’ve measured success
just one way:
We only win when
our clients win.
There was a time when investment bankers were trusted partners and
advisors to their clients. The goal was simple: relentlessly commit to
your clients; be hardworking and humble; stay unconflicted in your work
and uncompromising in your values. The rest will take care of itself.
Our success proves there’s still room in the world for a firm that embraces
an approach that has stood the test of time: Clients First–Always.SM

© 2018 Jefferies LLC. In the United Kingdom, Jefferies International Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Scent

THE FRAGRANT ONE
Oud is an exotic scent whose invisible
allure makes you irresistible, reveals Paddy Renouf

T

he concierge of a grand
London hotel recently rang
me to request entertainment
for a Qatari family who were
staying in town for a few days. I
relished the challenge and was invited
to have tea with them and offer my
suggestions. I arrived to be met by a
very shy, endearing young man called
Mohamed. He explained that “His
Excellency” was reluctant to leave the
suite. (His Excellency was his father.)
Therefore none of his eight brothers
and cousins could leave either. They
had been stuck indoors for three days.
“So, if I think of an experience to
inspire his Excellency to leave his
suite for a few hours, that would work
for you all?” I asked. “If you do, you
will be my brother,” he deadpanned.
We ran through various options:
A delightful exhibition or architecture
tour? Tea in a world-class artist’s
studio? Learning about handmade
tailoring on Savile Row? Marvelling at
the exquisite craftsmanship of the best
shotguns in the world at James Purdey
& Sons? I was met with a blank stare.
“I know!” Mohamed exclaimed with
glee. “Do you know about oud? It’s an
exotic fragrance that comes from the
agarwood tree. It makes some people
calm and serene, but others ecstatic.”
Agarwood grows in Cambodia,
India, Thailand, and Vietnam, and the
oil produced by distilling the resin is
the essence for the most desired and
expensive perfumes in the world. In
the Middle East, oud has been coveted
for more than 2,000 years. “It costs up
to $100,000 per kilo,” Mohamed told
me. “My father has about 10 kilos.”
Mohamed had seen a documentary
about an agarwood collection in
London. “If you could find it, it would
be perfect to get us out of the suite,”
he said. Discreet enquiries led me to
the research laboratories at The Royal
Botanic Gardens at Kew, where a

Anecdotal
evidence finds
oud-based
scents are
sexual catnip

charming gentleman of letters agreed
we could visit the very next day.
To my eyes, Kew’s jars of agarwood
looked and felt like petrified lumps of
kindling. We gently scratched the
brick-hard surface to release the scent.
The aroma was faint, but enchanting.
Before we left, His Excellency asked
how much Kew wanted for the lot, but
of course it was not for sale.

T

hat evening I mentioned our
visit to a lady friend, and the
next day she kindly presented
me with a bottle of Oud Wood by Tom
Ford. As we parted, I sprayed it over us.
Strong and musky, it was animalistic
in its sensuality.
Afterwards I went to The Donovan
Bar at Browns Hotel for a few Negronis
with a friend. I was telling him all
about oud when a sweet Chinese lady
standing at the bar came over to our
table. She introduced herself and said,
“I just love your style. When you came
into the room, there was a special
fragrance and atmosphere.” Then, more
coyly, “May I give you a hug?” And
with that I received a warm embrace.
My friend’s face was a picture. Then
her friend came along and asked, “Can
I have a hug too?” Now, I know I’m
good, but I’m not that good. Once he’d
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picked up his jaw from the floor, my
friend requested a spritz of oud for
himself and, shortly afterwards, a lady
celebrating her 85th birthday
pronounced him to be beautiful. It was
like rubbing the genie’s lamp. I
scanned the room for a hidden camera
– was the concierge having a laugh?
The attention was magical, so, ever
since that day, I’ve paused in the
fragrance hall at Selfridges; sniffed
vials in Fortnum’s; and sprayed the
room in perfumer Roja Dove’s boutique
in Burlington Arcade.
Sometimes called black or liquid
gold, oud essence is so rare that it costs
more per gram than gold. It is not
weighed in millilitres, like most oils,
but in tolas – the standard measure for
gold and silver used in British India.
The Aquilaria tree, which produces
the aromatic dark-wood resin (the
agarwood) when it is infected by
mould or fungus, is now an endangered
species, owing to illegal felling. One
cannot tell by looking at it whether the
Aquilaria has the agarwood virus,
which affects only seven per cent of the
trees. It needs to be felled to discover
its precious element, and of the 17
species of Aquilaria, only a few have
the best and most potent properties,
which can drive prices sky high.
Producing genuine oud essence is a
labour-intensive process that involves
harvesting this ‘wood of the Gods’ by
hand, cutting it into small pieces, and
drying for 24 hours to evaporate 40 per
cent of the moisture. It is then ground
into powder and stored in barrels from
a few weeks to several months, to
regional tastes. For example, Kuwaitis
like a light, fragrant, subtle aroma; the
Saudis prefer a deeper, richer, longerlasting effect. The region favours pure
oud oil to avoid wearing alcohol.
First mentioned in one of the world’s
oldest written texts – the Sanskrit
Vedas – oud had great cultural and

PURSUITS

Cigars

ATTENTION
ON DECK

religious significance in ancient
civilisations for its intoxicating, deep
woody aroma that wraps itself around
you. It was also renowned for its
medicinal qualities, for burning raw
oud-wood chips elevates the soul and
calms the heart like no incense can.
Today, thanks to the high demand
for oud oil and protection from the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora, farmers are planting and
preserving Aqualiria trees. There is
now technology to produce agarwood
by innoculating the mould, so that 100
per cent of the plantation is productive.

Glen Collins raids the Boisdale
humidor for the perfect smokes to
take out on the water this summer

C IG A R I MAG E: BE N T L EYC R EAT IV E

S

ustainable forestry has
developed in Asia, notably in
Malaysia, Thailand, and Sri
Lanka, where large corporations are
replanting the species and helping
local villages with schools and jobs.
The location, the land and the forest
are as important as terroir for wines.
Today, oud is the base note in many
fragrances, yet it is still the most
expensive perfume ingredient. As well
as Tom Ford, Christian Dior and Gucci
have all launched oud-based perfumes.
A few days after my Kew Gardens
adventure, I had lunch at White’s with
a legendary restaurateur and a
Hollywood actor. I shared my tale of
oud, including my experience at
Browns Hotel. At the end of lunch the
actor leant in, looked me in the eye and
asked, “Hey, how far is Fortnum’s?”
Two days later in the Burlington
Arcade, I met the restaurateur carrying
an elegant bag of oud. We turned the
corner onto Piccadilly and bumped
into the actor and his family. He too
was holding elegantly wrapped bags of
oud. His wife thanked me for helping
him find a scent that he liked. We men
looked east and west, north and south,
keeping our naughty secret. If only this
magazine had scratch and sniff…

SAN CRISTÓBAL
DE LA HABANA LA
FUERZA
HOYO DE
MONTERREY
EPICURE NO.2
RESERVA
COSECHA 2012
You can easily spot this
cigar in a display case by
its stunning black and sliver
band. The tobacco used
in this beautiful smoke
is aged for a minimum of
three years, resulting in
a beautiful robusto with
light to medium body and
a fruity taste that’s perfect
for relaxing.
Also pictured:
The Wallace acetate sunglasses
by EB Meyrowitz, £850
(ebmeyrowitz.co.uk); Luminor
Yachts Challenge watch
in black ceramic by Panerai,
£13,500 (panerai.com,
020 3057 7080)
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DAVIDOFF
ROBUSTO REAL
ESPECIALES 7 2019
This sensational, seven
tobacco cigar is perfect for
a holiday smoke. It debuted
in 2004, when it showcased
Davidoff’s Millenium Blend
tobaccos. This 2019 edition
has an Ecuadorian wrapper,
Dominican Olor binder,
and five Dominican filler
tobaccos: Olor Seco,
Piloto Seco, Piloto Viso,
San Vicente Ligero and San
Vicente Viso.
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Fuerza means strength in
Spanish, and San Cristóbal
de la Habana was the
founding name of Havana
back in 1519. In 1996 both
name and noun were given
to this cigar. The filler,
binder and wrapper are all
Cuban; the flavour is light
and smooth with a hint of
cedar and notes of coffee.

Cars

OPERATION
DESERT STORM
The McLaren 720S Spider is a supercar star that brings
Robin Swithinbank some unwanted attention in the Arizona backlands

I

have one of two recurring dreams
that make me leap from my bed,
yelling, at least once a week. One
is about someone breaking into my
bedroom; the other is about
a cop who’s pulled me over for going a
bit fast on the motorway.
I blame boarding school for the
former, and long-held frustrations at our
national speed limit – last adjusted
when cars were made of tin foil and
sawdust – for the latter. Thankfully, I’m
not normally like this in real life, and
wasn’t when I was stopped by an
Arizona state trooper earlier this year

for going a fraction over the limit in
a McLaren supercar. As the officer
stepped out of his vehicle, divesting
himself of a pair of wraparounds as he
approached, I thought it best to set my
demeanor to ‘Hugh Grant’.
“How fast you go in this thing?” he
asked, his eyes caressing the McLaren’s
sinewy flanks. “Erm, good morning
officer. Uh, the top speed’s 212 miles
per hour. Although that’s with the roof
up – I think it’ll only do 202 with the
roof down,” I replied. Not strictly the
answer I suspect he was looking for;
and he could perhaps see I was trying
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to obfuscate him with detail. Besides,
the so-help-me-God answer would
almost certainly mean my bed for the
night would be rather uncomfortable.
“How much it cost?” he continued.
I tried to convert £237,000 into dollars.
“What’s the exchange rate at the
moment? Around 1.2, I think. Or did it
go up again? I’m not sure. And I’ve not
added in the extras. Maybe $300,000?
“That’s a helluva lotta money.”
Yes. Yes, it is. But the brand new
McLaren 720S Spider is also a helluva
lotta car. The convertible version of the
blisteringly brilliant 720S Coupé, the

AMY SHORE

PURSUITS

flagship in the marque’s Super Series
line, has some major vital statistics.
Like the hard-top Coupé, the Spider
does 0-62mph in 2.9 seconds, which
is exactly how long it takes me to forget
why I went into the kitchen. From
there, it will go onto 120mph in just
another five seconds and onto that top
speed of 212mph. It is scary quick.
But it’s not that scary to drive. When
I was a boy, there were plenty of fast
cars. My favourite set of Top Trumps in
the late Eighties had a Ferrari F40 in it.
And that did 201mph. Part of the
mystique around cars that could go that
fast – the Jaguar XJ220 and the McLaren
F1 had the same – was that not only
were they very fast, very sexy and very
expensive, they were also very difficult
to drive. The story had been the same
for years. You had to be a weightlifter
before you could even change gear in
an Aston Martin DB5.
But not any more. So many of the
fastest, most powerful cars are really
quite easy to drive. McLaren gives its
cars huge brains, including in this case
something called ‘Proactive Chassis
Control II suspension’, so that every
time its overconfident driver turns in
that fraction late, lots of widgets kick
in before the car and its human contents
end up in a hay barn.
Aside from being smarter than a
National Spelling Bee champion, it’s
also pretty. Not necessarily girl-in-thered-dress pretty. You always get the
impression McLaren’s mathematicians

This page and
opposite:
The McLaren 270S
Spider does
0-120mph in 7.9
seconds, as highway
patrol can attest...

have had their say in the designs, and
they’ve still not achieved Westworld
levels of anthropomorphic beauty.
But with its body in ‘Supernova
Silver’, it cuts through the Arizona
desert like a rapier through silk, the sun
sliding over its pen-flick panelling as it
whistles through the scrub. Tucked
away somewhere is a V8 internal
combustion engine, one of a dying
breed that McLaren will soon replace
with hybrids, and it hums a beautiful
tune. I fall in love.
Which I think is okay. Because with
McLaren you get the feeling it likes you
back. It wants to impress you. A
McLaren doesn’t have the insouciance
of a Maserati, or pity you like a Bentley.
McLaren Automotive has only been
making road cars for nine years. And

McLaren gives its
cars huge brains, so
when overconfident
drivers turn late,
widgets kick in
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because of that, and forgetting one-offs
such as the F1, there’s next to no
cultural baggage. No myths varnished
by generations of marketing men to
unravel. In May I turned 40, and not
much of what makes the McLaren of
today happened before I was born,
or even before I was old enough and
(just about) responsible enough to drive
one. McLaren is a my-generation
supercar. I can own it.
We fly on, passing junk yards, trailer
parks and signs for the Hashknife Pony
Express. A kid on a bike gives us the
thumbs-up as we pass through a
hicksville town. Another shouts
“Gucci” as the Spider glides past.
Briefly, I contemplate stopping to find
out what happens inside the rusting
shack offering ‘Southwest Wildlife
Taxidermy’, but think better of it. Why
stop? Why would you ever stop driving
this magnificent car?
I’ll tell you why. Because you’ve
been pulled over by the boys in desert
brown. I’ve been caught doing 84mph
in a 60. Not criminal, and Lordy,
nowhere near what I might have been
caught doing, but we’ve been warned
by our minders from McLaren that the
local patrols aren’t much in the mood
for have-a-go-hoodlums on their
highways. The officer smiles. “I’m
not going to give you a ticket,” he says.
“Just a warning.” He leans in, teeth
glistening in the midday sun. “Drive
safe, now.”
I love this car. It’s a stretch to call it
practical, but it has more than 200 litres
of luggage space dotted around, and the
roof whips away into the boot in 11
seconds – faster than any other supercar
– and at speeds of up to 30mph. There
are natty touches, too. It comes with a
button that activates the electrochromic
roof so that it dims on demand – an
extra that costs £7,500.
If there is one drawback, it’s not
strictly the car’s fault. I am a tall man,
six and half feet in height, and with
the roof up, my view of the road is
compromised – to say nothing of my
spine. The McLaren 570GT, with its
glass roof, doesn’t present the same
problem, and for this reason alone
I would probably choose it over the
720S Spider. Unless I go live
somewhere it never rains of course.
Arizona, perhaps. They seem to like
me over there. And my car.

PA P H OTO S ; M A RT IN LY NC H ; EDWA R D W H ITA K ER

Right, Erik Penser
and the Queen at
Newbury in 2010;
below, Beauchamp
King, the grey
thoroughbred
racehorse and sire
bred by Penser;
bottom right,
Compton Admiral,
who won the 1999
Eclipse Stakes

Penser suggests
studying past races
and seeing the
horses at the track.
“I have to have seen
the horse,” he says
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THE SWEDISH BANKER
WHO RULES THE TURF
Colin Cameron meets the financier Erik Penser, whose success as a racehorse owner
and breeder has made him a pillar of the British racing establishment

L

ike pigs finding an acorn, we
occasionally beat the bookies.
But how do you make a
million? Start with two and
invest in thoroughbreds! This
old joke raises a smile from Erik Penser
– racehorse owner, breeder, and master
of the 16th century, 2000-acre Compton
Beauchamp estate in Berkshire, where
he established Churn Stables.
A generation ago, Penser, 76, accepted
the challenge of losing a fortune, but
sensibly founded a bank in his native
Sweden first. Even with what must have
been agreeable overdraft terms, he never
expected a financial return from horses.
And the training ground he built over
two decades in Berkshire? He describes
it now as a “white elephant” but less of
a gamble than the equine nursery he also
founded. As to providing bed and board
for 20 thoroughbreds in training, he
shrugs, “My horses are like family.”
Rather than consider expense, Penser
reflects on what loyal companions horses
are. Success in the Eclipse Stakes at
Sandown in 1999 found a triumphant
Penser all alone with Compton Admiral,
his hero of the hour. At Doncaster for
Beauchamp King’s success in the 1995
Racing Post Trophy – like the Group One
Eclipse, a race of the highest calibre – the
colt’s trainer, the late John Dunlop, had
low expectations and was absent.
Today, one of Penser’s three children
or nine grandchildren might keep him
company at the races. Or a fellow director
of Newbury racecourse, where he sits on
the board; or a fellow member of the
Jockey Club. Certainly no tipsters.
Like his horses, Penser is excellent
company, with a great sense of humour.
Over lunch at Boisdale of Belgravia,
– where he orders the dry-aged steak – he
reflects on a lifetime of racing success. At
13, his father took him on a rare family
outing to Jägersro for some trotting,
which is popular in Sweden. Racing

captured his attention by offering what
he thought was a chance to get rich quick,
he laughs. Today, he considers racing and
betting as a puzzle. “A jigsaw, crossword,
Sudoku; I like to solve problems, and
racing – picking winners, planning
matings – is the most challenging of all.”
Racehorse ownership also began in
Sweden, when Penser was 22. Parental
approval was scarce. “I was useless at
school,” he recalls. “I then studied law
at college but never passed an exam and
have no degree. But I began working as
a stockbroker and did have a feel, or
intuition, for the job. My father wasn’t
pleased that I decided to buy a racehorse.
My view was that I would at least break
even.” And so he did, with two winners.
Ownership in Britain was a natural
progression, as was a move into breeding.
“When they are born, you have no hopes
for them; they are like pets,” he sighs. He
names all his homebreds “Beauchamp”
and stock bought at the sales or privately,
“Compton”. As to creating winners, “You
just hope that they might one day race.”
Beauchamp King did far more than
that. Penser-selected his mother – Afariya,
who was barren before coming in foal for
Penser – and father – a stallion called
Nishapour. He makes all matches himself,
so no success, or blame, is shared.
Penser recalls Doncaster in 1995. “I
cannot bring myself to sell horses I have
bred, so Beauchamp King went into
training with John Dunlop. He didn’t
want him to run in the Racing Post
Trophy, but the field was small and the
prize-money was worth taking a chance.
I paid a £15,000 supplementary fee to
take part – in the end, well worth it.”
Though down to single figures as an
owner, Penser’s commitment to racing
is firm. Since 1960, he has missed only
three days at Royal Ascot, two of them
while on compulsory National Service.
He is only marginally down on any
betting over his lifetime. As you might
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expect of a former banker, every wager
has been meticulously documented.
Keeping a record of your betting is a
prerequisite for success, he says. Too easy
to remember the winnings and forget any
damage. Beyond this, he warns against
chasing losses, following tipsters and the
importance of any staking plan. “Be
careful,” he counsels. “The value of a
good night’s sleep exceeds everything.”
He suggests studying past races – he
owns every Raceform Form Book going
back to 1934 – and seeing the horses at
the track to back your own judgment. He
is no fan of ante-post betting days, weeks
and even months ahead of a race: “I have
to have seen the horse.” Always visit the
paddock to look at the field ahead of any
race; appearance gives very good insight
into a horse’s wellbeing, he reasons.

L

aughing, Penser tells me how the
lowest financial return of all his
racing investments has also given
him the greatest pleasure. “It was the
early Eighties. I had a phone call from the
late Lord Carnarvon, the Queen’s racing
manager and chairman at Newbury.
Someone owed more than 30% of the
course, which was against the corporate
governance rules of the day, so they
needed an investor to take a 5% stake.
The call was less than a minute, followed
by a letter with the address for where to
send the cheque. Then nothing for five
years. Not even a free admission badge!
Finally a lunch invitation came.”
Many more have followed, and the
chance to make a difference at a leading
British race course is why Penser values
his involvement so highly. Likewise, his
membership of the Jockey Club – a great
honour for a Swede, he stresses – and his
Small Breeder Thoroughbred Breeders’
Association Award in 1995. The cost?
Penser won’t put a price on even one day
at the races. A rarity indeed – a banker
who has long ceased counting.
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AND THEY’RE OFF:

SIGN UP FOR BOISDALE’S
STARTER’S ORDERS SUPPER

Boisdale and bookmaker Fitzdares bring you crucial insights,
winning strategies and special guests in the intimate and
enjoyable surrounds of a private dinner

F

orthcoming events in the racing
diary include Glorious
Goodwood at the end of July and
start of August; the Ebor meeting
in York before the August Bank Holiday;
St Leger up at Doncaster in September;
and the grand finale of Champions Day at
Ascot in October. To this one can add one
more crucial fixture: the Boisdale Starter’s
Orders Racing Supper.
What began as a lunch with a person
of distinction from the world of racing
has now come to life. In the intimate
surroundings of Boisdale private dining
rooms, readers can now share a table with
a turf notable, who will offer unique

insight into the game and discuss racing
issues of the moment, past and future.
Inevitably, talk veers towards the daily
challenge of finding a winner. Where
Starter’s Orders undoubtedly brings you
an advantage is that, with only a select
group at the table, confidences are not
immediately shared. Ultimately, the dogs
may get barking, but you’ll have shaken
on terms with your bookmaker well
before the first howl slashes the odds.
March saw the inaugural Starter’s
Orders Racing Supper, when the hugely
compelling racehorse trainer Andrew
Balding was our guest, sharing his
thoughts on the Flat season and the
running of his historic Kingsclere stable,
which was home to Mill Reef, among
many other champions from the last three
centuries. More recently, trainer Mark
Johnston helped plot a successful
summer. The motto of his Middleham
stable is “always trying”, so with him we
are guaranteed a run for our money.
This autumn, Starter’s Orders will
reconvene in earnest to mark the start of
the National Hunt, with a guest from
racing’s great and good to set us all up for
a winning season. We will sit down again
in February 2020, ahead of Cheltenham
and Aintree, with a guest whose work
reflects the seasonal peaks of the jumping
game. To sign up for Starter’s Orders and
receive notice on forthcoming editions,
email membership@boisdale.co.uk.

TIPS FROM THE TIPSTER: FITZDARES’ WINNING WAYS
Boisdale has partnered
with upmarket bookmaker
Fitzdares to host the
Starter’s Orders suppers.
Founder Balthazar
Fabricius kindly supplied
us with his top in-house
recommendations as to
how to stay in credit.
Foremost, bet the
value so your money goes

further. Look out for odds
that you perceive to be
generous; after all, a single
10/1 winner will outweigh
nine previous losing bets.
Swim against the tide:
favourites will always get
backed, and so are often
too short. Therefore look
for horses that others
have disregarded.

Fitzdares is for the
passionate punter: bet
with conviction. You will
have more satisfaction
and success if you truly
believe in your bet.
Never bet against your
heart. Better to have no
bet than settle for a
bittersweet tenner.
fitzdares.com
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Taking bets since 1882.

DIARY
HIGHL IGH T S AT B OISDA L E

F O R T I C K E T S A N D F U L L N I G H T LY L I S T I N G S , G O T O B O I S DA L E . C O .U K

31 AUGUST
THE REAL THING

7 & 8 NOVEMBER
MUTYA BUENA

Britain’s top Soul group, whose
hit singles include ‘You To Me
Are Everything’, ‘Can’t Get By
Without You’, and ‘Feel The
Force’. Original vocalists Chris
Amoo and Dave Smith and their
fantastic five-piece band will
perform these with more from
their songbook, such as ‘You’ll
Never Know What You’re
Missing’, ‘Whenever You Want
My Love’, and ‘Love’s Such a
Wonderful Thing’.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £69
SHOW ONLY £35

Original Sugababe Mutya Buena
rose to fame with her gritty
soulful vocals and exemplary
songwriting skills, which earned
the Sugababes four UK Number
1 singles plus six Top Ten hits
and three multi-platinum-selling
albums. As a solo artist from
2005, she achieved several more
Top Ten hits collaborating with
George Michael, Groove
Armada and Amy Winehouse,
and also had a Top Ten album.
2 COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £59.50
SHOW ONLY £25

12 SEPTEMBER
BOISDALE MUSIC AWARDS

Jools Holland, Boisdale Patron of Music, takes to the stage at
Boisdale of Canary Wharf to present the Boisdale Music
Awards – our third annual celebration of some of the greatest
entertainers in the world of Jazz, Blues and Soul. A host
of luminaries in attendance are destined to add their personal
brand of sparkle to the evening. Full line-up to be confirmed.
3-COURSE DINNER & SHOW FROM £85

9 OCTOBER
THE THREE DEGREES

10 OCTOBER
SEYI SHAY

24 & 25 OCTOBER
ROSE WINDROSS

20, 21 & 22 NOVEMBER
ALEXANDER O’NEAL

The legendary American female
vocal group, formed in 1963 in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, are
renowned for their soulful
voices, beautiful gowns, and
fabulous stage shows. Their
songbook features global hits
‘When Will I See You Again’,
‘Dirty Ol’ Man’, and ‘Take Good
Care Of Yourself’.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £69.50
SHOW ONLY £45

Multi-award-winning singing star
Seyi Shay comes to Boisdale to
present her new song collection,
‘Electric Package’. The Nigerian
singer, songwriter and actor was
signed to Island Records in 2015
after touring with Beyoncé and
writing songs for Chipmunk.
One of the most influential
artists in Nigeria, she is the first
African female artist to be
signed by the label.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £39.50
SHOW ONLY £19.50

The voice speaks for itself.
Rose Windross is the original
singer-songwriter who put the
acclaimed band Soul II Soul on
the global map thirty years ago,
penning the track ‘Fairplay’.
With her energetic stage
presence and persona, and her
overpowering vocal ability, she
instantly wins over the hearts
of her audience.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £49.50
SHOW ONLY £25

With a name found in all the
R&B story books, living legend
Alexander O’Neal is one of the
genre’s most celebrated names.
With chart smash ‘Criticise’ still
lighting up dance floors across
the world thirty years after its
release, his sound has
transcended generations.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
FROM £69.50
SHOW ONLY £45
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THROUGHOUT
AUGUST
BEST OF BRITISH
FESTIVAL

Every night this August
the stage at Boisdale of
Canary Wharf will be
home to an amazing
selection of incredible
artists who will be
performing their homage
to the greatest British
bands and musicians of
all time including Queen,
The Beatles, David
Bowie, Elton John, Amy
Winehouse and many
more.
2 COURSE DINNER &
SHOW FROM £29.50
SHOW ONLY £12.50
25 SEPTEMBER: YOUNG
CHURCHILLIAN’S DINNER

ALL SUMMER
THE GIN
OBSERVATORY

This fine evening will see young
professionals with a shared interest in
history, politics and business come
together with Randolph Churchill and
other members of the family to
celebrate Sir Winston’s extraordinary
life and contribution to modern
civilisation. Tickets from £95.

BOISDALE OF
BISHOPSGATE
THE MAKER’S MARK BLUES
FESTIVAL

Every night from Monday to Friday for the
whole of September, The Speakeasy Bar at
Boisdale of Bishopsgate will be hosting
some of the greatest blues artists in town.

Join us for incredible gin
cocktails and immersive gin
experiences from Whitley
Neill, City of London
Distillery and Marylebone
on our botanically inspired
terrace throughout the
summer.

A L L R E S TAU R A N T S
FREE GIN MASTERCLASSES

Throughout July and August we will
be hosting complimentary tutored
tastings of eight expressions from the
superlative gin producers Whitley
Neill, City of London Distillery and
Marylebone. After the arduous but
educational task of sampling them all,
ginthusiasts will then select their
favourite gin for a definitive Gin &
Double Dutch Tonic on the house.
Limited availability please register at
boisdale.co.uk
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BOISDALE OF
M AY FA IR
17 JULY: SCOTLAND VS AMERICA
DINNER WITH THE CALIFORNIA
WINE COLLECTION

Join the judging panel for a blind tasting of
US and Scottish lobster and beef with
delicious matching wines from iconic
Californian wineries including McMurray,
J, and Orin Swift. Tickets £85 to include
three courses and plenty of matching wines.

DIARY

L I V E H I G H L I G H T S AT B O I S DA L E O F B E L G R AV I A

19–22 AUGUST
CHERISE ADAMSBURNETT

1–2 JULY GEORGE
WASHINGMACHINE

It’s been a few years since
the amazing George
Washingmachine has played
at Boisdale. This Australian
phenomenon is an incredible
performer and he’s backed
by fellow Aussie guitarist David
Blenkhorn and the great New
Orleans piano man, David
Torkanowsky.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50

12–15 AUGUST HETTY KATE

We’re always delighted when Hetty Kate makes her
annual visit to Boisdale. This Paris-based Australian is
one of the finest swing singers we’ve ever heard and is
a hugely entertaining personality too. Not to be missed.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW £29.50

This wonderful young singer won
the 2019 Jazz FM Vocalist of the
Year Award and will be delighting
the audience at Boisdale of
Belgravia with her blend of jazz
and neo-soul accompanied by
her terrific band.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50
Check boisdale.co.uk for our nightly
live music programme in Belgravia

L I V E HIGHL IGH T S AT B OISDA L E OF M AY FA IR

3, 9, 17, 24, & 31 JULY
KEVIN LEO

16 & 23 JULY + 28 AUGUST
ORIANA CURLS

Kevin Leo is a soulful singer,
songwriter, producer, vocal
coach, painter, poet, and
musician who has supported
Dionne Warwick and Kool
and The Gang among other
musical luminaries.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50

Oriana is a French jazz, pop and
cabaret singer who has
performed at the Royal Albert
Hall, Wembley Stadium and the
Eiffel Tower and is currently a
judge on BBC 1’s singalong
contest, All Together Now.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50

12, 19 & 26 JULY + 3, 16, 23,
& 29 AUGUST
KATIE MCHARDY

Katie’s vocals are infused with
influences of soul, jazz and blues,
and alongside her fantastic band,
she combines these styles with
contemporary neo-soul and
R’n’B grooves.
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50
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18 JULY + 9 AUGUST
GIULIA MARELLI

Giulia is a versatile, powerful and
fearless neo-soul vocalist who
performs a carefully re-arranged
repertoire of the greatest jazz
standards of all time
2-COURSE DINNER & SHOW
£29.50
Check boisdale.co.uk for our nightly
live music programme in Mayfair

Over 18’s only. Please drink responsibly.

Smoky, sweet and
singularly rounded;
a whisky of complex
contrasts, with
all the power and
intensity of Ardbeg
wrapped in an
alluring silkiness.

MUSIC

THE LOWDOWN

CHERISE
ADAMS-BURNETT
Singer and songwriter Cherise Adams-Burnett, 24,
is one of the most exciting emerging talents in British
jazz. With performances at the BBC Proms in 2017
and the Kennedy Centre in Washington DC under
her belt, in April she was named Vocalist of the Year
at the Jazz FM Awards. Catch her performing live at
Boisdale of Belgravia from 19-22 August
How would you describe your music?
In the music I write, I’m trying to mesh
traditional jazz with something a bit
new and different. I’d say it’s an
experiment, bringing together all of my
influences, from the classical music
I played growing up to artists including
Laura Mvula and Joni Mitchell, as
well as the classic music-hall jazz of
the 1930s and 1940s, such as Hoagy
Carmichael. But I love singing the
standards too. I find a sense of joy
in all of it.

Cherise Adams-Burnett
has recently recorded
her debut EP

What’s your favourite jazz standard
to sing live?
‘Skylark’, by Hoagy Carmichael. It’s
about a bird that goes in search of love,
and I’ve written a song called ‘Felicity’
that’s a sort-of answer to it, about what
happens when you do find love. I’ve
just recorded it for my new EP, in fact.
What can we expect from a Cherise
Adams-Burnett live show?
Eclecticism and storytelling. At
Boisdale of Mayfair it’s just me and
a pianist – we just sit by the piano and
see where it goes. At Boisdale of
Belgravia it’s with a band and the
pianist Alex Webb, who I’ve known for
several years. We love playing together.
How did you get started in music?
I was 16 when I decided to be a singer,
when I started attending a music
development programme called
Tomorrow’s Warriors, which gives
young aspiring musicians the tools to
become jazz musicians. I grew up
playing classical music – I played the
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viola and the flute, and also sang with
gospel choirs.
What did it mean to win Vocalist of the
Year at the Jazz FM Awards?
It’s amazing to get the recognition. But
now I’ve got to build on it – it doesn’t
mean you’re entitled to any success,
really. I’m self-managed – no agent, no
representation. I just work hard at
everything myself.
Which current musician do you most
admire?
I’m loving Solange right now. There’s
a lot of conviction and honesty in
her art.
Name three key albums that have
inﬂuenced you.
Rapture by Anita Baker, which is a
favourite of my mum’s and we’d listen
to it at home. Songs in the Key of Life
by Stevie Wonder; everything just
clicks into place with Stevie Wonder
– what more do you need to say? And
Ella and Louis by Ella Fitzgerald and
Louis Armstrong. That was the very
first album I was ever told to learn
when I was studying jazz. They’re just
the essence of the jazz voice – they
defined what jazz is.
What talent would you love to have?
To be able to split my voice into two
notes at once!
What’s the ideal drink to enjoy with
a Cherise Adams-Burnett show?
Ooooh, I have no idea! Whatever floats
your boat. Maybe something fruity?
What’s your idea of perfect happiness?
I always say that all you need in life is
good music and good people!
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Love and all that Jazz
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